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ABSTRACT
This thesis seeks to address the understanding of the concept of old stage machinery.
In addition, the research will determine the practical applications and meaning of old
stage machinery for today's theatre. The approach to this topic will be more historical
and practical than theoretical.

A thorough examination of the history of theatre and stage technology is initially
discussed. This is followed by an in-depth discussion of the practical component of
this research and finally, the implications of this for today's theatre.

Knowledge of traditional stage technology is a prerequisite for understanding the
mechanics of stage technology today. A key finding from the research suggests that
the ability for students and directors to have access to old machinery provides
inspiration for future productions.

More importantly, old machinery can provide

students and directors with basic knowledge of the fundamental concepts involved
with stage machinery, on which much of today's stage technology is based.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
This research addresses the understanding of the concept of old stage machinery.
Furthermore, the research will attempt to detennine the practical applications and
meaning of old stage machinery for today's theatre. The approach to this topic will
be more historical and practical than theoretical. It is a collection of well and lesser
known facts, after all writing about 'history' hardly ever brings forward something
new. But still, I hope I will establish a connection between yesterday's, today's and
tomorrow's stage technology. The hope is to expand the knowledge base of today's
and, hopefully, tomorrow's practitioners in the theatre field.

"Nothing is new, except which was already forgotten" (inThinkExist.com, 2004). I
believe this quote by Mademoiselle Bertin, milliner to Marie Antoinette epitomises
my thesis.

To begin writing about traditional stage technology and its meaning for today's and
tomorrow's theatre requires us to firstly examine the past prior to looking to the
future.

In my opinion, knowledge of traditional stage technology, and more

specifically a solid understanding of its functioning anri capabilities, is a prerequisite
for understanding the mechanics of stage technology today. The significance of a
basic knowledge of old stage technology is more obvious with the acknowledgement
that most of today's and, in fact, yesterday's theatrical machinery are/were not new
inventions, rather variations of the old.

My understanding of stage machinery is through a metaphor. Stage machinery is like
the steering wheel of a car. It is an important tool, to make a performance easier for
directors, actors, designers and crew. Stage machinery guides their direction and
enables them to drive the production. A sound knowledge of stage machinery is
fundamental for a designer's decisions. With the exception of acting, this knowledge,
in my opinion, makes the difference between a good production and a great one.

Old stage machinery, still functioning in some of today's theatres, is a good servant to
the theatrical art. Take for example the wind machine. Inexpensive to make, the
apparatus produces the sounds of wind, from a breeze to a gale, for every production,
again and again, day after day, The cost, including material (timber and canvas) and
labour would be no more than AUS$500 in recent times, and any qualified carpenter
can manufacture it.

Substitutes for tr:i.ditional wind machines are new technological sound effects. For
these sound effects to come to fruition, firstly, a sound engineer is needed to record a
variety of different wind sounds. Each recording takes time; the sound engineer must
wait for the right kind of wind to be able to record the required sample. Once you add
the price of buying or hiring a recorder, microphone, speakers, the price of electricity
and the cost of the engineer's time, the price of wind, has increased dramatically.
Moreover, sound engineers have admitted that the final product doesn't sound like
wind after all.

A characteristic of wind blowing is a whistle sound, which doesn't exist in the natural
environment, unless you are sitting next to a chimney. Therefore, a whistle must be
added manually, and usually, after mixing, the mixed sound is not as authentic as the
experience of wind. Furthennore, the wind machine produces a sense of physical
reverberation, sound waves that the body feels, rather than hears. This element of the
wind machine cannot be reproduced through technological means.

A similar scenario exists in the case of the snow machine, and its modem equivalent~
audiovisual effects (such as camera projection screens, AV specialists, dark scenes
etc.). Traditional snow machines produce snow in daylight as well as in moonlight.
Whilst the modern counterparts are more complex in their usage and coverage, they
are many times dearer and once again the physical presence may be absent.
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Questions could be asked, such as what is so important about old stage technology?
What is the meaning of old machinery for today's theatre?

How does old stage

technology contribute to the theatre of today and how has it helped in the
development of theatrical productions? What sort of 'role' did stage technology play
in the evolution of theatre?

The answer to the latter question, lies in the Renaissance and Baroque eras, in which
stage technology played a leading role.

With every new production directors,

designers and technicians are faced with specific challenges, problems and needs. In
order to overcome these 'obstacles' they can use old methods or explore new ones.

This thesis, essentially, is about !he unique ties between stage technology and the
theatre itself, especially the ties between 'yesterday's' stage technology and today's
theatre. Essentially, stage technology provides a helping hand to production3, in order
to create the full picture on stage. Without the pa<;t there is no way forward. Without
the pottery wheel there would be no fully computer-controlled revolving stage,
without mechane (a device introduced in ancient Greek theatre) there would be no
fully computerised electrical motor fly system.

When examining the origins of these devices, in some instances, we need to look back
at least a few centuries. One may say that the gap that exists between these times and
our own is quite large. However, in my opinion, the forward technical thinking and
ingenious innovations of the 'original' theatrical practitioners were years, or rather
centuries, ahead of their time. For example, flat pieces of scenery are ~till on stage,
basic principles of opening and closing trap doors are still in use and fundamental
principles of lighting are applied to today's stage.

Ba.~c<l on these examples, and

many more, we can begin to understand why it is necessary to learn about the
beginnings of old stage technology.

3

Often watching productions from back stage or the flying gallery gives me the feeling
that the technology of yesterday is controlled by the technology of today. Physical
work has changed to intellectual work. Instead of the 'anny' of back stage mechanics
of yesterday we have a one 'button pusher' today. We may say that predominately
the way technology is operated is changing more than the technology itself.

Of

course, in times past. with new discoveries and inventions (steam/gas/electricity), new
technologies evolved but still, looking at it closely, it was more about new ways of
controlling old ideas.

In this recl1gnition, the power of the past and its legacy

becomes evident. Inside that recognition it is possible to find the meaning of old
stage technology and its relation to the present theatre.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE IMPORTANCE OF STAGE TECHNOLOGY
When directors and designers begin planing for a production, they must consider the

reality, that lhe performance and its scenery must be enclosed within a given
production space. And not only this, they must fit into the physical environment of

the stage whilst accommodating the needs of perfonners and the script (Arnold,
1994).

It is at this point that it becomes clear that stage technology plays a vital role in

theatre. Without this technology many theatres would be empty rooms lacking the
ability to fully function. "Without stage machinery, the Drottningholm Theatre would
be like a dismasted vessel helplessly adrift, stripped of its sails and rigging" (Edstrom,
1993, p.74).

It is therefore, this concern in regards to the stage setting that becomes the focus.
Theatres contain set spaces and equipment to support the technical staging of a
production. Facilities include rigging systems for scenery, electrical services, outlets,
control boards, and mounting positions for lighting fixtures. Special floor surfaces,
traps, or lifts, curtain tracks and masking systems. cycloramas, wagon systems and
elevators are examples of facilities within a theatre's space (Arnold, 1994).

Taking into account all the equipment of the stage and its spatial arrangement, it
comes as no surprise, that theatre as a physical space is so often described as a vehicle
for a performance.

Learning about this vehicle and its inner machinery, how each

part contributes directly to the performance, is a necessity for everyone who prepares
the setting and coordinates/ manages the production (Arnold, 1994; Bellman, 1977).
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The approach to theatre technology ha..i. often been limited to stagecraft such as
costume design, lighting methods or the construction of scenery, as stated by Ogawa
(2000). ·•1 believe that the broader aspects of theatre technology, such as defining the
theatrical environment with its complex facilities, should be reassessed, so as to
understand the inter-relationship of a venue and its equipment" (Ogawa, 2000, p.15).
Staging a visible or invisible cftCct (for the audience) is the primary purpose of stage
machinery (Ogawa, 2000).

"The using stage machinery [sicJ ... has gradually

become more efficient and versatile, allowing smoother and faster scene change, and
helped to sustain the audience's interest and attenlion throughout a production"
(Ogawa. 2000, p.45).

Working at the Academy of Performing Arts, means working closely with students
and their theatre. These productions are free from commercial pres.~ures and that
gives the directors. designers, actors and 1echnicians freedom to explore new ideas
and push into new boundaries. This is both understandable and exciting, as theatres
in educational institutions should be able to experiment. However. the theatrical past
still informs theatrical activities.

And for that reason it is important not only to

preserve and protect old stage technology, but most importantly to learn about it.
Whilst this advice is important, it is also necessary to make old stage machinery,
easier to understand by students.

Every new technology evolves from an older one; all·new knowledge builds on what
has gone before it. When a newer technology is born from 1he m.-w one, the new
becomes the old and so on until the original is (possibly) forgotten.

Today's

technology was born from yesterday's technology, And in a similar fashion, theatre
stage technologies have, over the years. reflected discoveries and inventions of their
time. The theatre's level of stage technology has always depended on standards of
trade and later industry and mechanical de·'eiopment (a list of inventions and
discoveries thal influenced stage machinery can be found in Appendix B).

With

every improvement in trade, stage technology also improved.
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The starting point for each stage technological invention was always an experiment,
where artists and technicians tried to find an application for a particular new
mechanical concept for the special purpose of the stage.

The rise of scenic

technologies was brought about only because of the needs of people in the theatre. As
time passed, some of the stage technologies were utilised on stage and others were
unused or forgotten. Of those discarded or forgotten, some were revived at a later
time. Upon their rediscovery, they were suitably modified and later became standard
pieces of equipment of the theatre.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE INFLUENCE OF TIME ON STAGE TECHNOLOGY
Stage technology developed, as other technologies, through the influence of
individuals and eras. Different cultures, religions and peoples had an effect on theatre

and, more specifically, the evolution of stage machinery/technology. This chapter

will examine the Greek, Roman. Renaissance and Baroque theatre.~ their origins and
how they changed through time, from one to another, resulting in the theatres we are
familiar with today.

Little infonnation regarding the origin of theatre and its technology has survived to
the current day. The information that we do have has come from wall paintings,
decorations, artefacts, and hieroglyphics. From these methods of communication, we

can understand the importance of passing knowledge and skills from one generation
to the next through storytelling and dramatising events (Berthold, 1999).

The concept of theatre emerged from stories and rituals. Early civilisations created
links between certain actions and their effect on society.

In due course, the

establishment and recurrence of these actions resulted in the creation of ceremonies
and rituals. Over time, these rituals were exercised not only as a duty to the gods, but
also because they brought entertainment, plea<;ure and joy to the participants
(Berthold, 1999; Macgowan and Melnitz, 1955).
One of th~ first reported theatrical performances was traced to Abydos, 1 a holy city.
considered to be the most sacred spot in Egypt. An annual performance dating from
2500 to 550 B.C. wa'i called the Abydos pa<;sion play and was related to the god
Osiris.

During festivals of this time, tribes competed against one another in

performances and the best show would have the honour of winning the contest.

1

The city of Ahydos (ancient name: Ah<ljw) nouris~d from the predynastie period (4000 B.C.) of

Egypt's history down through Chri~tian times (abo111 Ml A. D.).
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Historians believe that the Greeks patterned their celebrations after the traditional
Egyptian pageants honouring Osiris (or Usire), the Egyptian god of the underworld
and of vegetation (Berthold, 1999; Cheney, 1958; Hartnoll, 1997).

3.1 Greek Theatres
Aristotle2 believed that it is human nature to imitate and copy persons, things, and
actions. He also theorised that humans wanted to be witnesses or rather audience
members to such actions. "First, the instinct of imitation is implanted in man from
childhood, one difference between him and other animals being that he is the most
imitative of living creatures, and through imitation \earns his earliest lessons; and no
less universal is the pleasure felt in things imitated ... Imitation, then, is one instinct
of our nature" (Knox, 2000).

Before the ancient Greeks began building places for the sole purpose of performances,
an open ~ace that served as a meeting ground for various activities of the citizens
caned an agora, was used. The word, first found in llliada, the works of Homer (a
legendary, perhaps mythical, Greek poet), means both the assembly of people as well
as the physical $Citing. The agora was located either in the middle of the city or near
the harbour, which was surrounded by public buildings and by temples (Illustrated
Encyclopaedia of World Themre, 1971, p.12).

The history of stage technology as we know it today can be traced to Greek theatre
around 500 B.C.. At this time, the Athenians performed their dramas on wooden
scaffolding. Such a wooden theatre was only a,;sembled for the time of the Dionysiac
festivals (Dionysus was the God of wine, fertility and drama), and was taken apart
afterwards (Cheney, 1958; Berthold, 1999).

The words theatre and amphitheatre originate from the Greek word theatron, which
referred to spectator stands set up on hillsides, as seen in diagram 3.1.

1Aristotle (384 B.C.-322BC) was not only a mathematician blll he made important contributions by
systemising dcducti\·e logic.
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Diagram 3.1 - Theatre at Epidauros - Drawing based on the ruins of a playhouse built
in

4th

century B.C. (Macgowan and Melnitz, 1955, p.36)
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Theatrons (also known as a koilon) were very large, capable of holding over two
thousand people and were used as auditoriums for the Greek theatre. Originally
wooden but later made from stone, theatrons were built around the orchestra (the
perfonnance area) in a semi-circular shape with several kerkides (wedge shaped
seating areas) which were divided by two diazoma (walkways in the seating area), the
upper and the lower (Nicoll, 1948). The three major components of the ancient Greek
theatre were the theatron, the orchestra and the skene (or portable stage), as can be
seen in diagram 3.2.

PI. . .. of . (}1ua! K Tll : TR•:

II
(

JI
J

Diagram 3.2 - The layout of an ancient Greek Theatre (The University of Reading,
2004)
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The change from a wooden structure to one made of stone was made following the
first drama that Aeschylus, a classical Athenian tragic dramatist, brought upon the
stage.

It is recorded that on that occasion (approx. 500 B.C.) the scaffolding

collapsed and in order to prevent the recurrence of such an accident, the building of a
stone theatre, encompassing a skene and theatron, was immediately commenced
(Nicoll, 1948). This first stone theatre was located in Athens and was the Theatre of
Dionysos (God of wine, fertility and drama), as seen below in diagram 3.3.

Diagram 3.3 - The Theatre of Dionysos at Athens - The inner circle shows the
position of the earlier orchestra (Nicoll, 1948, p.18)
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The new Athenian theatre was built on a very large scale, and appears to have been
constructed with great skill in regard to its acoustic and perspective arrangements, but
the name of the architect is not known. Inside the permanent skene, the machines
used during the performance were kept. These included:
I. Aeorema (also known as a Mechane or Deus ex machine in Roman times)
- A crane by which the Gods appeared on the skene, as seen in diagram
3.4 and 3.5.
2. Periactoi - Two prismatic pillars, put on the left and right side of the

skene. By turning around their axon they changed the background of the
skene.
3. Ekkyklema - A wheeled-platform on which bodies of dead persons were
presented (as murder or suicide could not take place in front of the
audience).
(Nicoll, 1948; Elias, 2002)

--·- ---

Diagram 3.4 - Drawing of mechane (Kolegar, 2001, p.6)
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Diagram 3.5 - Drawing of mechane (Dunkle, 2000)

The flat roof of this permanent skene was dedicated to the gods and it was called

theologian, derived from the ancient Greek word theos or God (Macgowan and
Melnitz, 1955; Nicoll, 1948).

Archaeological research in Athens suggests the existence of rectangular orchestras in
some ancient Greek theatres, but the circular shape was the prevailing one and also
the closest to the Dionyssiac cult, within which the circular shape had supernatural
powers. At the centre of the orchestra was situated the Thymeli, an altar and later a
place where the leader of the chorus would stand (Elias, 2002).

The orchestra was backed by a fac;ade, called the skene, and usually taking the form
of a tent or stage building. The side of the skene facing the audience, served as a
background as it was decorated as a palace or a temple and had one or three entrances
for actors (Berthold, 1999). The skene was also used as a dressing room and storage
area for props. And whilst in the early years, actors would act out their roles in front
of this skene on the orchestra, later the action moved onto the skene itself.
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In time, a second storey was added to the wooden skene structure and a wooden
colonnade, (known as the proskenion or portico) was placed in front of the lower
storey of the building.

This walkway, which was long and low, represented the

exterior of a house, palace, or temple. This representation created the scene in front
of which the action was played and through which actors entered and exited. These
details can be seen in diagram 3.6 (Nicoll, 1948)

Diagram 3.6 - Acting area in Roman theatre, showing the lower story of the front
scene with wide, shallow stage (W arre, 1966, p.13)

In the 5th century B.C., the different elements of scenery were just images painted on

a flat panel. This skenographia, or scene-painting, was probably used for the first
time around 458 B.C .. Aristotle accredits Sophocles (496 - 406 B.C.), an Athenian
dramatist and politician, with the invention of scene painting, whilst Vitruvius (a
Roman architect, engineer and author) named Aeschylus (Nicoll, 1948; Berthold,
1999) as the creator.

Between the skene and the seating there were two entrances called parodoi. These
paradoi were used for the chorus and other persons coming from the outside to enter

the scene. If an individual entered from the right parodos, it signified that he was
coming from the city or the port, whilst, entering from the left parodos, signified he
was coming from the country (Nicoll, 1948; Cheney, 1958).
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Further detailed writings of theatre and scenery in ancient Greece can be found in De

Architectura Libri Decem by Vitruvius (an extract of which can be found in Appendix
A) and in Onomasticon, a book of facts or reference book of the

znd century A.D., by

Julius Pollux, a Greek scholar and rhetorician (Hartnoll, 1951 ).

3.2 Roman Theatres
Similar to the Greeks, festivals were held in Rome (Ludi Romani) in honour of the
gods, but were much less religious than those held in Greece, and became theatrical
around 364 B.C .. Under th!! empire, these festivals provided "bread and circuses" to
the masses (Berthold, 1999, p.171). Acting companies put on free lengthy theatre
perfonnances, including a string of plays or events (Berthold, 1999),

The development of theatre experienced a setback when a decree of the Roman
Senate outlawed sitting at theatrical perfonnances. Sitting was prohibited so Roman
people could associate the 'manly' behaviour of standing with relaxation (Dukle,
2000). Therefore, it took much longer to build a pennanent place for performances.
Two unsuccessful attempts in 179 and 174 B.C., to build pennanent stone theatres
were never completed A third attempt, in 154 B.C., was made but the unfinished
structure was demolished as it was judged to be both hannful to the public's morals
and undesirable (Dunkle, 2000).

However, finally in 55 B.C., the first pennanent stone theatre in the Roman Empire
was built in Pompei. The theatre itself was more renowned for entertainment than for
religious aspects, reflecting the differences in the Roman and Greek approaches to
theatre. Therefore, in contrast to the Greek theatre, comedies were more popular than
tragedies (Macgowan and Melnitz, 1995; Berthold, 1999).

Another contrast, and

perhaps one easier to spot, is that whilst Greek theatres where built into the terrain,
Roman theatres were more likely to be built on flat surface&, as seen in diagram 3.7
overleaf.
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Diagram 3.7 - Roman Theatre - Drawing based on the ruins at Aspendos in Asia
Minor (Macgowan and Melnitz, 1955, p.40).

It soon became clear to the Roman parliament that the theatre was another way of
keeping people busy and happy, and would, therefore, reduce the chance of them
plotting against the Emperor. During this time the Romans enclosed the theatre and
introduced new architectural details. It was through these details that the theatres
began to resemble those we are familiar with today.

Some of the new features

included:

I . The auditorium was not excavated and the walls surrounding the stage

and seating were continuous.
2. An awning was placed over the audience to protect them from the sun.
3. During the empire, around 78 B.C., a cooling system which used air
blowing over streams of water, was put into practice.
4. The orchestra (performance area) became a half-circle.
5. The entrance to the orchestra was through arched passages.
6. The stage was raised to one and a half metres high.
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7. The stage was covered with a roof.
8. Stages were enlarged to roughly six to twelve metres in depth, thirty to
ninety one metres long and the auditorium could seat from ten to fifteen
thousand people.
9. The facade behind the stage was richly decorated with architectural
fantasies.
I 0. The scene front (the fa9ade of the stage house) had columns, alcoves,

porches and painted statues.
11. The area in front of the skene was called the proskene (proscenium).
12. The rear wall contained three to five doors as well as at least one in the
wings.
13. Dressing rooms were added to the side wings.
14. Trap doors became common .
15. Introduction of the stage curtain.
(Nicoll, 1948; Berthold, 1999)

The only theatre in Rome of which any remains exist is the Theatre of Marcellus built
by Augustus (a great administrative genius), circa 11 B.C., (Berthold, 1999), as seen
in diagrams 3.8 and 3.9.

Diagram 3.8 - Plan of the Marcellus Theatre at Rome (Nicoll, 1948, p.50)
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Diagram 3.9 - Theatre of Marcellus, view from outside (Illustrated History of the
Roman Empire, 2003).
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There are numerous examples of theatres throughout the Roman Empire outside
Rome. For example, the theatre in Orange, France (see diagram 3.10) as well as
Leptis Magna, near Tripoli, Libya, are among the best-preserved examples (Nicoll,
1948).

Diagram 3.10 - Roman Theatre in Orange, France (Reus, 1999, p.48)

Amphitheatres (derived from the ancient Greek word amphi or around) were arenas in
which spectacles were held. The largest and most important amphitheatre of Rome
was the Colosseum, built by the emperors Vespasian, 3 Titus 4 and Domitian 5 in about
70 to 82 A.O..

Other important amphitheatres are those at Verona (Italy); Pula

(Croatia) and Aries (France) as seen in diagram 3.11 (Berthold, 1999).

3

Vespasian (9-79 A .O.) was Roman Emperor between 69 and 79 A.O ..

4

Titus (39-81 A.O.) was Roman Emperor between 79 and 81 A.O. and conqueror of Jerusalem in 70

A .O..
5

Domitian (5 1-96 A .O.) was Roman Emperor between 81 and 96 A.O. and was known chiefly for his

reign of terror under which prominent members of the Senate lived during his last years.
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Diagram 3.11 - Amphitheatre in Aries (Curran, 1997)

When Emperor Constantine made Christianity legal and its popularity began to ri e,
that of theatre started declining.

The Empire began to perish when Constantine

establi hed two capital in 330 A.D. and moved hi court from Rome (the western
capital in central Italy) to Constantinople (now known as Istanbul, the eastern capital
in western Turkey). In addition to the court being established in the new capital, the
vast array of cultural knowledge associated with theatres was moved to the east. Thi
movement, in year to come signified the point at which the Western world lost
contact with this theatrical knowledge base. Theatre wa

truck by another etback

when in 393 A.D. Theodo ius, Emperor of both the East and West, made any wor hip
other than Christianity illegal (Andrews, Phillips and Rutherford, 1982).

By 400 AD., many festivals had faded away and diminished due to the increased
presence of the Church. The Church opposed theatre for a number of reasons, namely
a.

its connection to the pagan gods,

b. its decadence and elf-indulgence, and
c. the mockery of the church through mime of acrament and baptism
(Macgowan and Melnitz, 1955)
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3.3 The Middle Ages
The \a.,;l record of a performance in the Roman Empire is in 541 A.O .. After the fall
of Rome in the 7•h century came a period known to us as the Dark Ages, During this
time. the popularity of the theatre died out and its memory was kept alive only in the

pcrfonnances of travelling street players, jugglers. acrobaL,; and animal trainers
(Benhold, 1999).

Teutonic (<mcient German) minstrels and troubadours (12'h and 13th century lyric

poet,;) became the significant guardians of tribal histories, but when the Teutonic
tribes were converted to Christianity after the 7th or g•h century, they were labelled by
the Church as being as bad as mimes. During this time. there was little written drama:
none that survives, and almost no surviving references to it (Nicoll, 1948).

Despite the perseverance of ils view that acting and travelling performances were
sinful, 1he Church was in realily helpful in reviving theatre in the Middle Ages.
Theatre wa.~ ·reborn' within the very institution that helped to shut it down. Between
925 and 975 drama was re-introduced into church services. In the i;taging of liturgical
drama, there were many rules used in the church.

Small scenic structures called

mansions were ust•d to illustrate the surroundings of a 'play'. In more complex plays,
there were many mansions. as seen in diagram 3.12 overleaf. (Berthold, 1999).
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J. First door

2. Hell
3. Garden of Gethsemanne
4. Mount Oliver
5. Second door
6. Herod
7. Pilate
8. Pillar of scourging
9. Pillar for cock
I0. Caiaphas
11. Annas
12. Last Supper
13. Third door
14.15.16.17. Graves
18 .19. Thi eves' crosses
20.Cross
21.Holy Sepulchre
22. Heaven

Diagram 3.12 - An example of mansions in a Mystery play (Niccol, 1948, p.67)

Machinery was also used, for example, to fly Christ up to heaven or to have angels
come down . Flying was a major technique, whilst other effects were achieved using
platforms covered with cotton (the 'glories' which held angels) , trap doors for
appearances, disappearances and fire (via the hellmouth, a fire-breathing monster
representing hell). The person in charge of the machines (secrets) and special effects
wa referred to as the Master of Secrets (Novaonline, 2003).
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Over the course of the next one thousand years, theatre became controlled less and
less by the Church, with some plays being performed outdoors by 1200 and in the
different native dialects rather than in Latin by 1350.

An illustrated example of

Church plays being performed outside can be seen in diagram 3.13. Sometimes towns
would put on shows, but often individ uals would arrange a production. The Church,
however, still needed to approve scripts in order to keep an eye on the content of
plays and their presentation.

Ultimately, the Church always reserved the right to

approve or disapprove of a script before it became a production (Berthold, 1999).

~ttn~oovantr!\~9flfu~,rnn

8LICK·NACH · WESTEN.
AVFGf Ri.isn:T·Fii R-ni: .... CCC:.TCLI .... , , .

Diagram 3.13 - Stage for Easter play, with a hellmouth seen in the background to the
right, Lucerne, 1583 (Berthold, 1999, p.268)
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3.4 The Renaissance and Baroque Eras
After the downfall of the Byzantine Empire, Greek documents started to make their
way back into Western Europe. Architectural and literary documents were discovered
and studied. From these documents, academics learnt that Greek and Roman theatres
had been covered, had a raised stage, and possessed a complex scenic background.
Rich upper classes and civic leaders led the Italian world to rebuild the culture of
ancient Rome (Hartno\l, 1997).

The term 'Renai.~sance' is a French word, which literally means re-birth. This period
was an attempt to recapture the ancient civilisation of Greece and Rome. Before the
Renaissance, most of the companies involved in theatre were touring companies and
plays were perfonned for special occasions at courts or schools. There was, therefore,
little need for permanent theatres until the late I 61h century (Nicoll, 1948; Andrews,
Phillips and Rutherford, 1982). Gradually, pennanent showplaces were constructed,
such as the Teatro Olimpico (see diagram 3.14 ovcr\eat)
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Diagram 3.14- Inside Teatro Olimpico (Reus, 1999, p.43)

At the beginning of the 15th century, in Italy, the sculptor and architect Filippo
Brunelleschi first used a perspective on mathematical bases in a theatrical context.
Brunelleschi

may

have learned principles of perspective from

his friend,

mathematician Paul Toscanelli dal Pozzo (1397-1482). Brunelleshi discovered, or
rather, rediscovered the lost Greek and Roman rules of perspective for theatre, such as
the principle of having a single vanishing point (Baur-Reinhold, 1967).

Efforts to create an optical and illusory experience were in that time very strongly
projected into stage scenery and stage machinery. As a relief from the strictness of
classical plays, intermezzi, or brief entertainment, were introduced between the acts as
cheerful and spectacular diversions. These rapidly became more popular than the
plays themselves and were performed as independent entertainment. As the scenic
part of the intermezzi grew more complex, changeable scenery was developed, as was
complicated machinery to move clouds, waves, and sea monsters (Kratochvil, 1987).
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During the I 51h and l 61h centuries, some of Italy's finest painters and musicians were
employed to organise entertainment at the courts of the time. One of the occasions
for which entertainment was organised was for the wedding celebrations for Lodovico
Sforza, duke of Milan, referred to as the Pesta de\ Paradiso.

For this occru;ion,

6

Leonardo da Vinci, who designed, a revolving stage in 1490, arranged the settings,
masks, and costumes of the Festa de\ Paradiso.
painted much admired stage settings.

7

During this time, Raphae1 also

The Italians were also interested in the

architecture of the theatres. The aforementioned Teatro Olympico was built between
1580 and 1584 and was used for many productions (Macgowan and Melnitz, 1955).

One of the greatest influences on the development of theatre building!. in the
Renaissance was the discovery in 1414 of De Architectura, the work of Vitruvius.
Vitruvius' work was translated and published all over Europe. In addition, Sebastiano
Serlio's

8

inOuential Second Livre De La Perspective. (The Second Book of

Architecture. cited in Berthold, 1999), generally referred to as Architec1!1ra, outlined
three basic stage settings, palaces and temples for tragedies. complex street scenes for
comedies, and landscapes with trees and cottages for pastoral plays.

One of the most enduring product<; of the Renaissance theatre wa.<; the opera. It grew
out of experiments by the Florentine Camerata at the end of the 161h century to revive
Greek tragedy.

The men who formed the Florentine Camerata believed that the

Greeks had originally narrated or chanted their plays to music (Goodall, 2001 ). The
opera was an immediate success. By 1607, Claudio Monteverdi, an Italian composer,
had composed his masterpiece, O,feo. which placed the importance directly on the
music. Through this emphasis he established the form that European opera followed
for the next three hundred years (Hartmann, 1976; Goodall, 2001 ).
Between the mid-l7 1h and the late 18th century, the aristocracy favoured the opera.
Italians played an important part in every part of theatre at the imperial court until the

6

!talian painter, draftsman, sculptor. architect and engineer.

7

Italian painter and architect.
8 Italian write and court architect.
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late l 81h century. The first Viennese opera house was built in 1652 by Giovanni
Burnacini, an Italian architect and stage designer active in Austria, and was similar to
the courtyards of Italy. The first performance at the Viennese opera house was an
Italian opera (Berthold, J999).

Opera placed excessive emphasis on visual aspects and the librettos (the text of an
opera) presented plenty of opportunities for scene painters and stage engineers to
exploit their new mastery of perspective. As the scenery became more extravagant,
the outline of the theatre was changed to accommodate it. The proscenium arch was
developed to frame the setti ng and ease changes of scenery, while the auditorium was
extended to a horseshoe shape. The earliest example of this type of theatre was the
Teatro Farnese in Parma (1618-1628), (Hartmann, 1976; Goodall, 2001), as shown in
diagram 3.15.

.:::J 1111
Diagram 3.15 - Floor plan of Teatro Farnese (Reus, 1999, p.46)

The Teatro Farnese was considered the prototype of the modern stage, and it boasted
a large proscenium arch .

The Italians used music and dance in most of their

ceremonies, festivals, and theatrical presentations.

Festivals were important and

revived much of the lost spectacle of Roman times (Goodall , 200 I).
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In France, overgenerous court ceremonials, in which dance featured significantly
reached a high level of complexity in the late 161h century, inspired by the attendance
of Italian dancing masters to the French court (invited by Catherine de Medici\ An
outcome of this collaboration was the ballet comique, a dance wi1h words. The court
ballets were accordingly modified to show off the possibilities of the new machinery.
Louis XIV

10

often took part in these ballets and earned the title Le Roi Soleil (1l1e

Sun King) when he perfonned as the Sun in Le ballet de la rmit in 1653 as a fifteen
year old. Louis XIV also organised the teaching and preseutation of music and dance
by setting up academies such as The Acadernie Royal de Musique in 1669 (Clarke
and Crisp, 1981 ).

National unity came to France in the early I 71h century under Louis XIII 11 and his
adviser, the Cardinal de Richelieu.

12

With unity came the desire to create a strong

national culture. In 1634 the Theatre du Marais was opened in an indoor tennis court,
and in 1641 Richelieu built his own Italian-style theatre (complete with all the latest
machinery), which after his death became the Thefitre du Palais-Royal (Nicoll, 1948).

Jean-Baptiste Poquelin, better known from 1644 onwards by his stage name Moliere,
is considered by many as the world's greatest comic dramatist and also counted
amongst his talents acting and directing.

He created distinctly French characters

based on a sharp observation of social manners. After Molihe's death, Louis XIV
combined his company, Il\ustre-Thefitre, with two other companies in 1680 to fonn
Europe's first national theatre, the Comedie-Fram;aise, which continues to further the
cultural aims of France to the present day (Illustrated Encyclopaedia of World

Theatre, 1977, p.192)

9

Catherine Medici (1519-1589) mnrricd to Henry II, king of France.

Louis XIV {1638-1715) was king of France from 1643 to 1715.
11 Louis xrn (160\-1643) wru; king of France from 1610 to 1643.
12 Cardinal de Richelieu {1585-1642) was chief minister to King Louis XIII of France from 1624 to
iu

1642.
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Theatre in France, and subsequently in England, was beginning to focus more on the
mechanics of scenery and spectacle. The plays themselves were often masques in
which costume, dance and clever scenery and scene changes were more emphasised
than acting and plot.

It was also during this time, when theatre was designed

specifically for royal pleasure, that theatres began to be roofed in (Macgowan and
Melnitz, 1955).

Spectacle staging slowly took over as part of mainstream theatre in Italy, causing the
construction of theatres dedicated to machine staging.

These theatres developed

means of flying, simulating water, wind, storms as well as the creation of lightning,
fire effects and special coloured light.

This tradition, both architectural and

spectacular, was passed from Italy to France in the 17th century, and from there on to
Germany (Hartnoll, 1951).

In Italy, staging was made popular by using perspective architecture and painting.
These methods gave the audience the illusion of distance and depth, With perspective
scenery, a new stage format was needed First raked stages had a ratio of one to nine,
in order to reinforce perspective illusion. Actors entered the stage from the sides to a
set place so as not to disturb or interfere with the perspective scenery. Stages during
this time were deeper so the perspective was shorter, but real (Kolegar, 2001). An
example of a raked stage and perspective architecture can be seen in diagram 3.16
overleaf.
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Diagram 3.16 - A raked stage (Macgowan and Melnitz, 1955, p.88)

Books such as The Two Rules of Perspective Practice, by Barozzi da Vignola, an
ltaJian architect and Manual for Constructing Theatrical Scenes and Machines by
Sabbattini, an Italian architect and engineer, were guides for staging in Italy and the
rest of Europe. Italians also came up with new method of shifting scenery using
wings and painted canvas coverings (Berthold, 1999).

During the 1700s, the Bibiena family, a family of Italian artists, was praised for
creating angled perspective in set design as well as for their alteration of the scale of
settings.

In ItaJy the primary concern was the visual and the importance of the

pectacle. The Italian Giovanni Battista Piranesi, an Italian draftsman, printmaker,
architect and art theorist was one of the first to introduce moods which were achieved
through different lighting effects. Piranesi used light and shadow to create a certain
emotional atmosphere (Baur-Heinhold, 1967).
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In 1660, Gaspare Vigarani, accredited with a great number of constructions, went to
France from Italy to build the Salle des Machines, the largest theatre in Europe, for
the wedding of Louis XIV. It was 69 metres long, of which only 29 metres was
occupied by the auditorium. Its stage, 40 metres deep, had a proscenium arch only 10
metres wide. One of Vigarani's machines, 18 metres deep itself, was used to fly the
entire royal family and their attendants on stage for the finale.

With a seating

capacity for up to eight thousand people, it was a monumental stage, however, the
acoustics were inadequate due to its size (10 metres wide and 40 metres deep)
(Macgowan and Melnitz, 1955).

A significant theoretician of Baroque theatre, Fabrizio Motta, recommended building
new theatres to enhance the actor's performance. He recommended improving the
acoustics of the buildings, taking better care of actors by establishing dressing rooms
and storage space for scenery and props and by increasing the height above the stage,
thus the base for a grid was established. Baroque theatre completed the evolution of
the theatrical building (Kolegar 2001 ).

Being physically separated from the continent of Europe, both in geography and in
language, made England somewhat different from France and Italy in its approach to
theatre. In order to perform legally at any time, one had to have a license from the
Lord Chamberlain, a court official acting as a censor.

During the !51h and 161h

centuries in England, the proscenium stage was still awaiting discovery. The stages
evolved from the use of enclosed courtyards to stage perfonnances. These 'apron
stages' were surrounded by galleries and were therefore 'open' stages. They were so
open that members of the audience not only sat in the ga\\eries surrounding the stage,
and in the ground space around the elevated stage, but on the stage itself (Berthold,
1999).

In England the influence of the Italian Renaissance was weaker, but the theatre of the
Elizabethan age was all the stronger for it. Furthermore, because the English were
more suspicious of Rome and Latin traditions, there was less replication of classical
dramatic frnms and an almost complete disregard for the rules that constrained the
theatre in Fiance and Italy. When some of the continental innovations were blended
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with this cruder home-grown form, a rich blend was produced (Nicoll, 1948;
Macgowan and Melnitz, 1955; Berthold, 1999).

James Burbage, an English actor, built the first 'playhouse' and called it simply The
Theatre. Others followed, including The Curtain, The Rose, The Swan, and The
Globe, where most of Shakespeare's plays were first staged (diagram 3.17). Theatres
such as these, tended to have an enclosed circular structure containing two or three
galleries with benches or stools and had an unroofed space in the middle where
spectators could stand on three sides. This type of stage allowed for fluid movement
and considerable closeness between actors and audience, while its lack of scenery
placed the emphasis firmly on the actor interpreting the playwright's words. Such
simplicity offered a huge challenge for the writer. The quality of language and acting
had to be outstanding to hold the attention of the audience and make them use their
imaginations (Nicoll, 1948; Berthold, 1999).

Diagram 3.17 - The Globe (Macgowan and Melnitz, 1955, p.156)
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In the course of the succeeding centuries, national theatres were established in many
other European countries but not necessarily for the same reasons. Gennan national
theatres struggled to shake off the infiltration of French culture and to develop native
traditions. It was the intent of the Au~trian Emperor Joseph II 13 to institute national
theatres for all the peoples of his empire so that they might become acquainted with
the works of world literature in their own tongue (Koudelkova, 1998).

After establishing a national theatre for the Gennan-speaking population of Austria,
Joseph II then supported the Czechs and Slovaks in their efforts towards their own
national theatre.

Later, a national theatre was founded in Budapest for the

Hungarians. Gustav II, 14 King of Sweden, created the Swedish national theatre and
Catherine the Great 15 of Russia also set out to introduce her people to the dramatic
works of world literature performed in the Russian language (Andrews, Phillips and
Rutherford, 1982; Hartnol\, 1997).

Historical dramas with a strong nationalist spirit began appearing in nearly every
country, finding particularly stirring expression in the opera. In Germany, Richard
Wagner, a German composer and writer. worked to create a more unified presentation
of poetry, music. dance, and scenery in historical and mythic operas such as Die
Mei.wew'ngt'r

m11

Niirnberg, ( 1868; The Mastersingers of Nuremburg), culminating

in the first full production of the mighty Ring des Nibelungen, (1869-76: The Ring of
the Nibelur,gen) in the specially constructed Bayreuth Festspielhaus (Lloyd, 1968).

This theatre, which departed from the Baroque opera house, set a pattern of theatre
production that is still followed today. Its auditorium was the first to be darkened
during the performance to encourage the sharpest concentration on what was
happening on stage. Wagner also, for the first time, placed the orchestra between the
auditorium and stage, below the level of the auditorium (Hartno\l, 1951).

l.l

Joseph I[ ( 174 [. ]790) was Holy Roman emperor between 1765 and 1790.

14

Gustav II ( ].'i9.J. [6J2) was king of Sweden from 1611 to 1632.

11

Ca1nerine the Great {1729· I 796) was Empress

or Rus~ia from 1762 10 1796.
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In the public theatre, the work of actor-manager Johann Friedrich Schonemann led to
the establishment of the Hamburg National 'Ibeatre in 1767, the first non-commercial
public theatre, subsidised by a group of rich citizens. This was the beginning of a
movement that increa~ed in stature during the next decade and can be found even
today in German theatre.

The general attitude was that theatre wa~ a cultural

institution that should be available to all citizens (Ko\egar, 2001)

This movement toward permanence greatly innuenced the evolution of staging in the
l81h century. As audiences grew larger, and as cities developed, a troupe was able to
reduce the number of plays in its repertoire, and this, in tum, led to better productions.
Smaller playhouses also thrived to accommodate the growing number of plays. At
the beginning of the \81h century, for example, Paris had three theatres, but by 1791
Lhis number had dramatically increased to fifty one (Kolegar, 2001).

The growth of playhouses in London was di5couraged by the Licensing Act of 1737,
which gave the Lord Chamberlain exten.~ive powers to censor all plays and to uphold
the monopoly of the two patent theatres in London. Performances without licenses
were punishable by death (Nicoll, 1948; Berthold, 1999). In 1803, London's Lyceum
Theatre substituted gas for candles and oil lamps a~ a source of lighting, and others
followed suit. This innovation meant that the level of brightness of light on stage
could be controlled like never before. The disadvantages. however, were the smell of
the gas and the danger of fire from the naked tlame.

Faced with the vision of a much wider audience, theatres became more specialised,
catering to particular classes and their ta~tes. For middle-class audiences, changes in
the auditoriums of European public theatres brought about greater comfort and
respectability, with the result that spectators became quieter during the performance.
In England, for example, soft seats were installed in the pit (or the area previously
allocated for standing) by the late 1820s.

Galleries with their open boxes were

divided into closed boxes near the proscenium arch, allowing for privacy, with the
rest of the gallery open

and known

as the dress circle

(Rees,

1978).
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In addition to these adaptations for the different classes, machines and effects started
to play a very important role in the Renaissance theatre. "Stage tricks were a new toy
of the court, and the novelty and wonder lasted for centuries'' (Hewitt, 1997, p.14).
These new toys included the swift revelation of a setting by raising the curtain, or the
quick changes of a scene. These and other 'tricks' contributed to the wonder and
surprise, th.11 at the time, were so important to the audience (Hewitt, 1997) and will be
focused on further in chapter three.

The proscenium stage generally took over the entire Europt..an world including
England during this period. Proscenia were mixes of arches, columns, and rich and
deeply draped curtains. This was a period when stages tend to be raked, scenery was
painted on framed wings, borders, and back-shutters or painted cloth legs (also called
wings), painted cloth borders, and drops. Nearly every theatre possessed machines to
create spectacular scenes, including storms, cities on fire and ships sailing over the
ocean waves (Ko)egar, 2001).

The I 91n century began to move theatre more toward elaborate machine staging and
an increased ability to fly, lift, and roll scenic elements. Theatre builders developed
machinery that could lift or revolve an entire stage, or do both. Major movements in
Gennany (Wagner's opera theatre at Beyreuth) and in the United States (the Madison
Square Theatre in New York) carried the main thrust of this urge to bring theatre into
the industrial age (Kolegar, 2001 ).
In the early 201h century, much use was made of revolving stages and elevated stages,
on which complex scenes could be preset and then brought into view when needed,
but such machinery was elaborate and expensive. The development in the second half
of the 201n century toward increasing intimacy between the actor and his audience led
to the return of open stages and theatre-in-the-round, which required little scenery or
stage machinery of any kind (Macgowan and Melnitz, 1955; Kolegar, 2001).
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As you can see. over the course of time, different countries have brought different
elements to the stage. If we think about the development of theatre and the theatrical
stage, it is clear that together the Greeks and Italians have contributed significantly,
especially in the early stages of theatrical growth. Whilst other cultures and peoples
have also played a role, the Greeks and Italians were ultimately key players in the
evolution of theatre.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RAISING THE CURTAIN ON THE HISTORY OF STAGE
MACHINERY
In terms of stage technology new inventions often appear, however if you examine
them closely, they tend to be repetitions and adaptations of existing technologies.
Therefore, if we want to raise the curtain (speaking metaphorica!ly) on the history of
stage machinery, we must start at the beginning, the ancient theatre of Greece. One of

the best known machines used in the ancient Greek theatre was an aeorema or

mechar.e, better known under the Latin name deus ex machine (god from the
machine). It was a simple crane, by which an actor could be lowered to the stage. The

earliest known use of the meclwne (machine) was in the year 431 B.C., when
Euripides used it at the end of his play Medea (Nicoll. 1948).

During the Hellenistic period, the Greeks also used movable scenery, mounted on
wheels or on revolving prisms called periactoi. Periactoi,. was described by Vitruvius
in his De Architectura, as a revolving triangular prism made of wood, bearing on each
of its three sides a different pictured scene (cited in Morgan, 1960).

While one scene was presented to the audience, the other two could be changed.
Several principles were observed with regard to scenery; one was that if only the right
periaktos was turned, it would indicate a different locality in the same town.
According to another convention, as mentioned in r:hapter two, actors entering from
the right were understood to be coming from the city or harbour and those from the
left to be coming from the country (Vitruvius, cited in Morgan, 1960).
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Other pieces of machinery used for theatrical purposes were exostra and ekkyklema.
Both exostra and ekkyklema were used for the same purpose, to reveal an interior or
off stage scene. The machines were introduced to the stage in the 51h century. The
difference between the two machines was in their mechanics, while the exostra was
pushed forward on rollers, the ekkyklema was turned on wheels (Nicoll, 1948), as can
be seen in diagram 4.1 below. The action of the ekkyklema was similar to a revolving
stage, and in fact, the ekkyklema provided a base for modem turntables and other
revolving stage mechanisms.
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Diagram 4.1 - The differing mechanics of the exostra (on the left) and ekkyklema (on
the right) (Dunkle, 2000)

Over time new machines were added. Among these new machines were:
a. the hemikyklion, a semicircle of canvas depicting a distant city,
b. a stropheion (derived from the ancient Greek strophes or turning around),
a revolving machine, used to show heroes in heaven or battles at sea and
c. a logeion, a low and shallow platfonn with stairs for the actors to come
down and mix with the chorus.
(Nicoll, 1948)

In the time of the Middle Ages, stage machinery was used in mystery plays. The
machines used included a hel\mouth (or trap door) used for the appearance of devils
and flying machines used for angels (Nicoll, 1948).

But the peak of the art of stage machinery comes with the Renaissance and Baroque
periods.

The Renaissance and Baroque theatres were theatres of spectacle. The

amount of attention given to sea machines, trap doors, rising suns, processions,
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flowing rivers and fountains, smoke and flames from heaven and hell, wind, thunder
and rain, as well as to the many lighting effects, showed that its dominating force was
the architect-designer. The play, the dancing and the music were simply accessories
to the spectacle (Baur-Heinhold, 1967).
In the late 14 1h century, Italian artists, architects, and engineers began to design
complex machinery for spectacles produced in churches on holy days. Greek and
Roman stage machinery was rediscovered, and Bastiano de Sanga\lo, a sculpture and
painter, developed new variations on the ancient method of using periactoi for quick
changes of scenery. Italian stage machinery eventually became so elaborate that it was
necessary to introduce a proscenium arch to hide it (Berthold, 1999).

One of the facts about machinery used in Renaissance and Baroque is, that it was very
simple machinery and not as complicated as we generally believe it to be. It was
based upon basic machinery that had been used in other fields for centuries. Some
machines became complicated only because they combined several simple machines.
In fact, many of the more complicated machines used in industry were never adapted
for use in the theatre. The most obvious example is the use of gears. There are few
examples in the theatre of the use of gears until the 19th century (Mohler, 2003).

One of the most basic machines used in Renaissance and Baroque theatre is the winch
and its variations (from a winch, winch and axle, drum and axle to capstan - a vertical
winch). The only difference between them is in the ratio between the radius of the
rope shaft and the length of the handles or the radius of the drum (which provides a
mechanical benefit).

Another basic technology used in the Renaissance and Baroque periods is the pulley.
The pulley is used to change the direction of force.

Some theatre machines use

multiple pulleys or block and tackle to provide a mechanical advantage.
Counterweights can be used in one of two ways,
a. a balanced system or
b. an unbalanced system.
(Mohler, 2003)
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The difference between the two systems is their use of weights as counterweights.
The balanced system, as the name indicates, has both the weight of the 'moving'
object and counterweight in balance, or rather having the same weight. This system is
operated by mechanist who has control over the movement during the entire action.
The balanced system is still used as the counterweights fly systems in today's theatres
(Mohler, 2003).

In the unbalanced system the object and counterweight have different weights and the
movement is triggered by releasing the counterweight. In contrast to the balanced
sy~1em, the unbalanced system is controlled by the counterweight, rather than a
mechanist.
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For better understanding I will divide stage machinery into the following categories:
4.1

Scene change
4.J.I

Periactoi
4.1. 1.1

Sabbattini Periactoi

4.1.1.2

Furttenbach Periactoi

4.1.2

Rear Closure

4.1.3

Aat Wings

4.1.4

Border Changes

4.2 Flying Machines/Clouds

4.3 Wave/Sea Machines
4.4 Sound effects

4.4.l

Thunder
4.4.1.1

Sabbattini

4.4.1.2

Furttenbach

4.4.1.3

Drottningholm (Sweden)

4.4.1.4

Versailles (France)

4.4.1.5

Ccsky Krumlov (Czech Republic)

4.4.1.6

Ostankino (Russia)

4.4.1.7

Italy

4.4.1.8

Thundersheets

4.4.1.9

Drums

4.4.2

Wind

4.4.3

Rain

4.5 Traps
4.6 Stage Lighting
4.7

Revolving Stage
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4.1 Scene Changes
4.1.1 Periactoi
By L550, periactoi (or triangular 'flats ') were used for changing wings. The use of
the periactoi was very popular during the Renaissance. Periactoi (or as known in
Latin, scena versatilis) were used as far back as in ancient theatre. The Roman
architect, Vitruvius, had described some three-sided units that could be revolved to
present three differently decorated faces (Hewitt, 1997). An example of a periactoi
can be seen in diagram 4.2.

Diagram 4.2 - Periactoi stage setting (Ogawa, 2000, p.37)
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4.1.1,1 Sabbattini Periactoi
Nicola Sabbattini described a variety of methods of changing the setting in his Pratica

di Fabricar Scene e Machine 11e' Teatri (Manual for Constructing Theatrical Scenes
and Machines), Ravenna, 1638, He indicated the best method was the periactoi. The
side wings consist of a series of equilateral periactoi and the rear of the stage was
closed with a set of shutters. The periactoi were operated by winches, located under
the stage floor. Sabbattini (cited in Hewitt, 1997) acknowledged that the backstage
area might be revealed if the periactoi were not turned properly,

As Sabbattini used a raked stage, there would have been a gap between the stage floor
and the downstage edge of each periactoi. In the discussion of a type of hinged
shutter, he notes that a piece of cloth painted as the rest of the scene could be attached
to the bottom of the unit to hide the gap created by the slope of the stage floor. Each

periactoi could be preset with three scenes. Sabbattini's Pratica illustrates three
methods of changing an angle wing. Sabbattini's first method of changing the wings
was very simple. It consisted of pulling a cloth cover over a three-dimensional angle
wing, as seen in diagram 4.3 overleaf (Sabbattini cited in Hewitt, 1997).
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I
Diagram 4.3 - The first method of scene change by Sabbatti ni (Hewitt, 1958, p. IO I)

In this method the flat wings do not turn, the change is accomplished by covering or
uncovering the flat wings with painted cloth. In Sabbattini's description of scene
change methods, he refers to the flat wings (covered with painted cloth) as houses. In
diagram 4.3 above, ABCD represents the front of the house and BEFD represents the
perspective side of the house. On the right of the diagram, GHKI represents a cloth,
which is used to cover the flat wing, when the scene change occurs. Initially the cloth
is gathered at point M, and when the time comes for the scene change this cloth is
pulled over the flat wings (ABEFDC). At least two men are required for the flat wing
cloth scene change.
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Sabbattini's second system for changing the wings (as seen in diagram 4.4), also does
not require the wings to be turned and is fundamentally a simpler system than the
first. This second system permits only the second and third houses to be changed,
therefore, the house closest to the audience (ABC) needs to be changed using the first
method (Sabbattini cited in Hewitt, 1997).

When looking at diagram 4.4, ABC represents the first house, GHI the second and
PQR the third. House DEF, which is hidden behind the first house (ABC), represents
the second house's scene change. Finally, house MNO, hidden behind the second
house (GHI), represents the third house's scene change. The dotted lines in front of
the second and third houses represent a groove, which assists with the scene change
(Sabbattini cited in Hewitt, 1997).

After the completion of the scene change, the hidden houses can be exchanged for the
next act's houses and revealed through a reverse action.

This second method,

together with the first, were not periactoi, but were leading to it (Sabbattini cited in
Hewitt, 1997).

Diagram 4.4 - The second method of scene change by Sabbattini (Hewitt, 1958,
p. 103)
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The third method of changing scenes utilises turning periactoi and according to
Sabbattini, (cited in Hewitt, 1997), appears to be the preferred option. However, the
weak point of this method is the possibility that the backstage could be revealed. This
possibility does not occur with the other methods. This third method is illustrated in
diagram 4.5.

Diagram 4.5 - The third method of scene change by Sabbattini (Hewitt, 1958, p.105)

An advantage of the third system as compared to the other two is in the number of
people required to operate each of the periactoi. While the first and second systems
need two men each, the third system needs only one (Hewitt, 1997).

4.1.1.2 Furttenbach Periactoi
Josef Furttenbach described a unique double periactoi system in his Architectura

Recreationis, (Recreational Architecture), Augsburg, 1640. There are three wing
units on each side of the stage (their variations can be seen in diagrams 4.6, 4.7 and
4.8 overleaf):
a. the first wing was a single periactoi and
b. the second and third wings each consisted of two periactoi.
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Diagram 4.6 -A ground plan of Furttenbach's use of periactois (Hewitt, 1958, p.195)
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Diagram 4.7 -A ground plan of Furttenbach's use of periactois (Hewitt, 1958, p.205)
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Diagram 4.8 -A ground plan of Furttenbach's use of periactois (Hewitt, 1958, p. 197)

Each periactoi bad two decorated sides. The rear of the stage was closed with a set of
shutters. Furttenbach's stage was also raked which would create a gap between the
stage floor and the downstage edge of each periactoi.

Furttenbach 'solved' this

problem in the section of the stage by sloping the base of the periactoi, but this was
an error since an inclined base prohibited the periactoi from turning (Hewitt, 1997).

Later this problem was olved and the periactoi were turned from below the stage by
handles on the pivoting shafts that ran up through the periactoi. In Newes ltinerarium

Italiae (1627), Furttenbach refers to Giulio Parigi as his teacher and master and he
describes the settings for Parigi's fl Giudizio di Paride produced at the Teatro
Mediceo in 1608. Some scholars believe that since Furttenbach described only the
double periactoi technique for changing scenery, he was taught that technique by
Parigi (Berthold, 1999).
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4.1.2 Rear Closure
Sabbattini's Pratica described four methods on the rear shutter change in his Second
Book of Practica di Fabricar Scene e Machine ne, Teatri but only provided drawings
for three of them (Hewitt, 1997). The first three methods can be seen in diagrams 4.9,
4 .10 and 4.1 l.
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Diagram 4.9 - Sabbattini's first method of opening the back shutter (Hewitt, 1958,
p. 114)

The easiest way to describe this first method of opening the back shutters is in
reference to the above diagram (4.9). In diagram 4.9 ABCD represents the stage area
and GHKI the area of two back shutters.

The dotted line (L to M) represents a

wooden guide to prevent the shutter from falling forward. Both EH and KF represent
the bottom guide rails. Sabbattini describes a hook which is utilised to keep the
shutters closed and a brace behind the shutters when they are in the closed position, as
seen in diagram 4.9. When the time comes for the shutters to be opened, the brace
and hook are undone and the two back shutters are pushed aside along the guide rails.
In order to close the shutters the reverse action is performed (Hewitt, 1997).
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Diagram 4. JO - Sabbattini 's second method of opening the back shutter (Hewitt,
1958, p.116)

In Sabbattini 's second method of opening back shutters, a frame, which is as wide as

the stage itself, is divided into two sections as in the first method. Each half is then
further divided into another two sections and hinged together. A strong cord is fixed
to the shutters, with one end of the cord nailed to the top of the frame and the other
suspended over the highest point of the scenery closest to and in front of the shutters.
Another cord is nailed from the top of the frame to a high point behind the shutters.
When the shutters need to be opened, one man on each side of the scenery pulls the
first cord and the shutters start to open towards the audience. At the same time, two
men release the second cord.

To close the back shutter the reverse action is

performed. Sabbattini does not mentioning any pulley system nor any device under
the 'wings ' of the shutters in order to make this move easier (Hewitt, 1997).
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Diagram 4.11 - Sabbattini's third method of opening the back shutter (Hewitt, 1958,
p.117)

In this third method Sabbattini outlines a similar method to his first, with the
difference lying in the placement of wheels under and on top of the shutters.

The

advantage of this method is that it reduces the number of mechanists required.
Diagram 4. J l illustrates the bottom guide rail (F to G) running across the stage, fully
supporting the shutters, and removing the need for back bracing.
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Sabbattini 's fourth method for opening the back shutters is based on his technique for
raising the front curtain. The preferred method consists of a stage width cylinder
placed above the rear of the stage with the back shutter (cloth) rolled onto it.
Sabbattini recommended using counterweights to assist the operation. This technique
was used as late as the l9 1h century (Hewitt, 1997) and can be seen in diagram 4.12.

H

Diagram 4.12 - Sabbattini's fourth method of opening the back shutter (Hewitt, 1958,
p.92)

4.1.3 Flat Wing Changes
One of inventions of the Renaissance period was a new system of scenery change.
While Macgowan and Melnitz (1955) claim that this invention is the work of Serlio,
others (Nicoll, 1948; Berthold, 1999) name the inventor as Aleotti. But a third name
is mentioned by Kolegar (2001), who claims that the chariot and pole system of
shifting scenery was created by Giacomo Torelli, an Italian stage designer and
engineer, in 1641.

The system was so popular that it was taken up by theatres

throughout Europe. Despite the confusion, all three of these figures were great Italian
stage engineers. Regardless of the inventor, the system for moving the wings at either
side of the stage, made it possible to change scenery almost instantaneously. This
was of great importance as, during this time, scene changes were shown in front of the
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audience as part of the production (Macgowan and Melnitz, 1955; Nicoll, 1948;
Berthold, 1999).

The basic technology for the mechanised scene change became the standard on the
European stage for over two hundred years. Only three theatres continue to exist with
their scenery and machinery in working order.

Each of these theatres is a court

theatre: Cesky Krumlov (1766), Drottningholm (1766) and Gripsholm (1782).

These theatres use three different techniques to change the scenic wings. They are
similar in that all three consist of a series of banks of trolleys running in tracks located
under the stage. The trolleys have poles or frames that extend through slots in the
stage floor and are used to support scenic wings. The trolleys are connected to a shaft
that provides the energy to pull each trolley on or off stage. It is this shaft that is the
main difference between the systems (Mohler, 2003).

In all three theatres, the trolleys are connected to a central shaft by ropes. When the

shaft rotates, the ropes are wound on the shaft pulling the trolleys (and consequently
wings) on stage. The off stage ends of each trolley pulled on stage are connected via
a direction-changing pulley to the trolley to be pulled off stage. Often the shaft which
could otherwise be operated manually, was revolved by the energy provided by a
falling counterweight (Mohler, 2003).

There was a wide variety of wing changing techniques used in theatres in the 17th and
l 81h centuries. All the wings were flat wings, but some were at an angle and some
were parallel to the front of the stage. The wing changing devices included vertical
capstans, horizontal winch and axel, horizontal drum and shaft and the manual upper
and lower groove system (Nicoll, 1948).

Drottningholm has a unique system with a capstan (vertical shaft) used to pull one set
of wings off stage and another set on stage, as seen in diagram 4.13 and 4.14. This
allows the centre of the under stage area to be free of obstructions (Mohler, 2003).
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Diagram 4.13 - A vertical shaft or capstan in Drottningholm Courth Theatre, Sweden
(Reus, 1999, p.29)

Diagram 4.14 - Lower stage machinery at Drottningholm, Sweden - Capstan
controlling scene change (Author, 200 I)
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As the diagram (4.15) below illustrates, the scene change system at Drottningholm
consisted of 48 lines spliced onto traction lines at one end and into iron rings at the
other. When the lines or ropes are all correctly engaged to two of four carriages, the
capstan is turned and the ropes pull one set of carriages on stage and the other off
(Edstrom, 1993).

Diagram 4. 15 - Sketch of scene changing system at Drottningholm Court Theatre,
Sweden (Reus, 1999, p.78)
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The wing changing machinery at Gripsholm uses a central shaft with a larger section
to provide mechanical advantage.

It is very similar to the system used in Cesky

Krumlov Castle Theatre, which also uses a central shaft. Gripsholm differs to Cesky
Krumlov in that the system is controlled by a large drum which is in turn controlled
by a rope loop. When the rope is pulled, the drum makes the shaft rotate, pulling the
wings on and off stage. The drum and shaft are controlled by the rope, as compared
to Cesky Krumlov, where the shaft is directly controlled by handles attached to the
shaft and operated by several machinists. This method can be seen in diagrams 4.16
and 4.17.

Diagram 4.16 - Remains of the main shaft controlling scene changes at Gripsholm,
Sweden (Reus, 1999, p.104)
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Diagram 4.17 - Drawing of drums controlling the lower and upper machinery at
Gripsholm, Sweden (Reus, 1999, p.104)

As mentioned above, Cesky Krumlov also uses a central shaft to pull the wings on
stage, but it is operated by winch handles (Mohler, 2003) as seen in diagram 4.18.

Diagram 4.18 - The main shaft under the stage controlling scene changes at the Cesky
Krumlov Castle Theatre, Czech Republic (Reus, 1999, p.94)
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The advantage of the system in Drottningholm, as compared to the one in Cesky
Krumlov, is that the Drottningholm system has more space in the centre of the stage
for the placement of trap doors, while in Cesky Krumlov, the central shaft means that
trap doors can only be placed off centre (Mohler, 2003).

The theatre in Mnichovo Hradiste (a small town in the Czech Republic) uses a system
of changing wings that is more common in England and America than in Europe. The
differences between the continental system and the one used in England and America
are:
a. The placement of the grooves is not parallel to the front stage but rather at
an angle.
b. The lower grooves on the floor, which hold the wings, have rollers to
reduce friction and help to move them.
c. The upper grooves are attached to a framework.
(Mohler, 2003)

4.1.4 Border Changes
The borders belong to upper machinery.

They are horizontally placed and their

purpose is masking lights and flying apparatuses, in contrast to wings which are
vertically placed and mask the off stage area. .Ropes operating borders are attached
to the axel in such a way that when the axel turns one set of borders are lowered and
the others are raised. Furthermore, a rope attached to the drum is connected to the
small drum of the wing change axel, so when the wing change axel turns to change
the wings, the borders are changing simultaneously. This results in the scene change
occurring as one big movement (Mohler, 2003).

This system is replicated at

Drottningholm Court Theatre in Sweden and Ludwigsburg Castle Theatre in
Germany, as seen in diagram 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21.
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Diagram 4. 19 - Plan of a control system of borders at Drottningholm Court Theatre,
Sweden (Reus, 1999, p.80)
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Diagram 4.20 - Upper stage machinery for controlling borders at Drottningholm
Court Theatre, Sweden (Reus, 1999, p.80)

Diagram 4.21 - Upper stage machinery for border control at Ludwigsburg Castle
Theatre, Germany (Reus, 1999, p.73)
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4.2 Flying Machines/Clouds
One of the most popular effects on the stage of Renaissance and Baroque was the
flying effect. Already popular in religious plays and at banquets, this effect and the
cloud devices associated with it became the main attractions of the perspective scene.
Sabbattini described several different flying effects.

Most of Sabbattini's methods required a cloud to mask the mechanism. This basic
method consists of a vertical track mounted on the rear partition and a horizontal
beam with a cloud at its end which, could be pulled up and down in the track by a
winch (Hewitt, 1997), as seen in diagram 4.22.

Di agram 4.22 - One of Sabbattini ' s methods of how to make a cloud descend directly
to the stage from the 'heavens ' (Hewitt, 1997, p. 154)
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One of Sabbattini's flying effects results in the clouds changing in size and shape, as
depicted in diagram 4.23.

Diagram 4.23 - Sabbattini's method of changing the size and shape of clouds (Hewitt,
1997, p.164)

This method of changing the size and shape of clouds is based on the basic method
illustrated above in diagram 3.22. A key difference lies in the cloud itself. In this
method it is made from a thin cloth.

The mechanism then works much like an

umbrella being opened and closed. Roughly six to eight thin strips of wood, or ribs,
(each 1.8 - 2 metres long) are placed from the middle of the main horizontal beam to
the cloth cloud. They are placed in such a way that they can be opened and closed
depending on the shape and size required.
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The ribs are attached to the main horizontal beam with small hinges. About 30cm
behind the hinges, the same number of springs are nailed to the horizontal beam.
These springs are attached to the individual ribs, to hold them open (much like an
inside out umbrella). At the end of each rib there is a small hole through which a
strong cord is threaded.

This cord is attached to only one of the ribs and passes

through the others. The cord is then run through a pulley and placed on the main
beam. The cloud can be made smaller and larger, simply, by pulling the cord and
controlling the ribs (Hewitt, 1997).

In order to make a cloud move across the stage, Sabbattini suggests that two grooves
are needed, as can be seen in diagram 4.24. These grooves must be parallel and
placed across the stage in the direction the movement is required. An arm with a
cloud on its end is placed between the grooves. A rope is attached to the arm and
leads to the shaft on each side of the stage. In order to move the cloud, the shaft turns
on one side, releasing the rope on the other side. The reverse action is taken for the
opposite movement (Hewitt, 1997).

Diagram 4.24 - Sabbattini's method of making a cloud move across the stage (Hewitt,
1997, p.166)
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Whilst flying machines were used to produce the flying effect on the theatrical stage
in ancient Greek times, it was essentially the Renaissance and Baroque eras that lifted
this effect to its level of perfection. During the latter times the flying effect was quite
realistic.

While most of the flying in the early stages was only vertical (up and

down), the most effective flying was the diagonal effect. However, it was also the
most complicated effect to produce. It required a sled, that moved along a track at the
grid level with pulleys. The sled was attached to the drum by ropes. When the drum
was turned it allowed the sled to move sideways in a horizontal direction. Through
the sled pulleys, the flying apparatus was attached to the second drum, which
controlled the up and down or vertical movement. If only one drum was turned, one
movement was achieved, however, if both drums were used simultaneously, a
diagonal flying effect was accomplished (Hewitt, 1997).

This most complicated

effect can be seen in diagram 4.25 and 4.26.
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Diagram 4.25 - Drawing of fly system for diagonal flying (Kolegar, 200 I, p.64)
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Diagram 4.26 - System for diagonal flying at Drottningholm Court Theatre, Sweden
(Reus, 1999, p.82)

4.3 Wave/Sea Machines
Since the

17th

century, sea scenes were very popular in the theatre.

Sabbattini

describes three different systems to achieve this effect in his Manual for Constructing

Theatrical Scenes and Machines. The first is a simple wooden frame upon which a
cloth is stretched (diagram 4.27). A strong cord is sewn under the cloth roughly every
30cm (or foot) , with extra cord left on the ends for pulling. When the effect was
needed, alternative cords were tightened and slackened repeatedly, back and forth,
and from the front created the illusion of waves corning to the shore (cited in Hewitt,
1997).
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Diagram 4.27 - Sabbattini's first method of simulating a sea motion (Hewitt, 1958.
p.130)

The second method outlines a more complicated technique to illustrate the sea effect.
It uses a combination of wooden strips and cloth, and requires a large amount of space

under the stage for its operation (Hewitt, 1997). This method is illustrated in diagram
4.28 overleaf.

The wooden strips (AB. CD, AB, CD, EF, GH, IK and LM) are in the form of waves,
with fabric attached to the back of these strips and hanging loosely, Azure coloured
fabric is recommended. Two light, but strong pieces of wood are placed under entire
depth of the sea (ON and QP). They are fixed on one end to a loose hinge and
attllched to the first wave at O and Q in such a way so they can be raised and lowered.
Short pieces of timber (approx. 30cm Jong) are attached to ON at the second, fourth
and sixth waves (R. S and T) and to QP at the third and fifth waves (V and X), By
lowering and raising the upstage ends of the two main piece of wood (of N and P) we
set the sea in motion.
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Diagram 4.28 - Sabbattini's second method of simulating a sea motion (Hewitt, 1958,
p.132)

Finally, Sabbattini's third method of a sea-in-motion is based on rotating cylinders, as
illustrated in diagram 4.29. These cylinders, whilst of equal thickness, were shaped
like waves, and when turned, provided a more realistic effect. This method was later
improved with changes to the shape of the cylinders. It was found that if the cylinders
were shaped similar to a screw they would provide an even more realistic effect. This

improved system is used to this day at the Drottningholm Court Theatre in Sweden
(Hewitt, 1997), as can be seen in diagrams 4.30 and 4.31.

r
K

0

:e

"
Diagram 4.29 - Sabbattini's third method for waves, the wave columns (Hewitt, 1958,
p.133)
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Diagram 4.30 - Original wave columns at Drottningholm Court Theatre, Sweden
(Reus, 1999, p.30)

Diagram 4.3 1 - Replica of wave machine installed at Drottningholm, Sweden (Reus,
1999, p.85)
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Furttenbach suggests an active sea could be shown on the inner stage by mounting
four profiles waves on a shaft. The peak of the wave on each profile should be offset
from the adjacent wave. When several of the shafts were placed behind each other
and rotated, the offset profiles would suggest the motion of the waves moving from
one side to the other (Hewitt, 1997). This method is illustrated in diagram 4.32
below.

3

tHa ve

Diagram 4.32 - Drawing of Furttenbach's wave machine (Palla, forthcoming)

4.4 Sound Effects
4.4.1 Thunder
Many different designs are known for producing the thunder sound effect. Despite
looking vastly different, the sounds they produce are very similar. The machines can
produce different levels of sound, some louder than others. As the desired effect is
varying levels of loudness, some close and some further a field, they do imitate the
sound of thunder quite successfully.
controlled by the machinist.

The changing of ' volume' of thunder is

Perhaps the earliest written mention of a thunder
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machine is found in the book from Nicola Sabbattini (1574-1654) Practica di

Fabricar Scene e Machine ne' Teatri (1638) and includes a drawing of a thunder box
(Hewitt, 1997).

4.4.1.1 Sabbattini
Sabbattini's method for creating thunder consisted of a stepped channel located in the
' heavens' (behind a top section of the proscenium arch) into which several twelve
kilogram stones or iron balls are released. As the balls roll down the stepped channel,
they imitate the sound of thunder, as illustrated in diagram 4.33. Sabbattini's design is
simple but exceptional in concept (Hewitt, 1997).

Diagram 4.33 - Thunder box as described by Sabbattini (Hewitt, 1997, p.172)

4.4.1.2 Furttenbach
Another method for thunder is described by Joseph Furttenbach in Manhafter Kunst

Spiege'.

On the upper floor a runway is made of dry boards 4 feet wide and
the length of the entire building. The boards are not nailed down
fast, and side walls I 1/2 feet high are built so that the stone balls do
not roll out of the runway (Hewitt, 1997, p.230)

To produce the thunder, two men are stationed at each end of the runway and twelve
stone balls weighing about five kilograms are placed ready for thunder. When they
begin rolling the stones slowly back and forth between them, the sound of thunder is
produced. The louder the thunder, the faster the stones must roll (Hewitt, 1997).
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4.4.1.3 Drottningholm (Sweden)
The thunderbox in the Slottsteater in Drottningholm, Sweden, is in working order and
still in frequent use. A long wooden box is held up by a pivot placed at the midpoint
of the box. The two halves move up and down in a see-saw motion manipulated by
ropes and pullies (diagram 4.34).

Diagram 4.34 - Thunder box at Drottningholm Court Theatre, Sweden (Author)

4.4.1.4 Versailles (France)
In contrast to the massive installations mentioned above, a small , portable design was
once used at Versailles. The French model resembles a handtruck (minus the blade).
An axle through the bottom part of the apparatus connects the wooden cog wheels.
The handles consist of either a pair of holes or one bigger hole on the top end. The
thunder illusion is activated by pushing the two-wheeled truck over a wooden
platform in an aggressive and erratic manner (Kolegar 200 I).
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4.4.1.5 Ccsky Krumlov (Czech Republic)
According to Dr Slavko (2004. pcrs. comm., 5 June), Director oft'"<! Cesky Krum\ov
Castle. the original thunder machine in the castle's theatre is still awaiting restoration.
A wooden shaft anchored to a wall runs from the top to the basement under th<.> stage.
I\ heavy iron hall is dropped into the top of the shaf1 hitting metal protrusions

a1tached to the inside walls of the shaft. I\ thunder clap illusion is achieved at the
bottom as the hall falls into a large wooden box placed directly under the shaft.

Restoration of the thunder shaft will require several year:,; to complete. Such a project
is a big challenge for builders, as it is difficult to assess the qu2.lity of the original
design before it is re-built. If the result is not acceptable, experiments would follow
until the wanted effect is accomplished. Howewr. on the other hand, it is difficult to
say who truly knows what the original sound of the machine is (Slavko. 2004, pers.
comm .• .'i June).

4.4.1,6 Ostankino (Russia)
This massive beast, constructed to produce the sound of thunder is located on the top
platform of the theatre, just below the roofrnftt..'rs. After all. one can a,;sume that the
i\\u.,;ion of thunder is best served from above. From viewing the photograph (diagram
4.35). one can guess that the top arms arc pulled and pushed from both ends causing
the massive cogs on the lower arms

10

hit the plank floor below.
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Diagram 4.35 - Thunder machine at Ostankino, Russia (Reus, 1999, p.117)

4.4.1. 7 Italy
The four-wheeled cart illustrated in diagram 4.36, like both the French and Russian
designs, is fitted with cog wheels. The cart was filJed with a heavy load and pulJed
across a platform. The thunder sound generated by the cart was influenced by the
amount of space under the platform, the weight of the load inside the cart and the
speed at which the cart is pushed. Whilst these factors assisted in controlling the
thunder sound, the different outcomes did not vary greatly (Kolegar, 2001).

Diagram 4.36 - Italian style of simulating the sound of thunder (Kolegar, 2001 , p.68)
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4.4.1.8 Thundersheets
Of all the designs mentioned previously the thundersheet houJd be the one most
familiar to audiences today.

So easily presumed to be a latter innovation, the

thundersheet has been around since, at least, the Baroque era. In this case the size of
the lam.iera or metal sheet does make a difference. In diagram 4.37 we can compare
the size of the lamiera to the man standing below it. It is clear that the man is almost
as tall as the sheet metal itself. Until rol]ers were invented for sheet metal production
in 1781 , larger sizes didn't exist (Bellis, 2004).
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Diagram 4.37 - Thundersheet (Reid, 1995, p.98)

4.4.1.9 Drums
Large drums have long been u ed for the thunder illusion. Drums were originally
u ed in Cesky Krumlov Castle, where they are currently undergoing restoration. The
director of Cesky Krumlov Castle, Dr. Slavko, has stated (2004, pers. comm., 5 June),
that a four-sided drum , was struck forcefully at the right moment to reinforce the
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culmination of thunder and it wa.. used in combination with the thunder shaft method
described earlier in section 4.4.15. The skin of the drum designed for this thunder
effect must hi, tuned very low.

4.4.2 Wind
Wind machines were u~e<l in theatre of the Baroque era as another sound effect
machine.

Th wind ...ound effect wa.i. achieved through the friction between fabric

and a drum. made from wooden planks.

The position of the planks and the

'heaviness' or thickne!ls of the fabric is used to alter the sound the machine can
produce. A typical example of a wind machine can be seen in diagram 4.38.

Diagram 4.38 • Wind machine typical design lCombcrg and Gebauer, 1941, p.131)

11

Some of the oldest weather simulation instruments are found at the Drottningholm
Slottsteater in Sweden (diagram 4.39), which has original wind, thunder, and rain
machines. The instruments are still used in performances (Kolegar, 2001).

Diagram 4.39 - Drottningholm Court Theatre wind machine (Reus, 1999, p.86)

4.4.3 Rain
A rain machine is an apparatus which simulates the sound of rain. A few different
designs of rain machines exist however, they are all based on the same principle.
Different sounds can be created through different materials running around or on the
inside of a drum or tube, or a combination of both, as can be seen in diagram 4.40.
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Diagram 4.40 - Diagram of different approaches to the tube (Palla, forthcoming)

The sound of the drum system rain machine is continuous and thus more convincing.
Lighter and smaller material inside a drum, such as sand or rice, makes the sound
softer than chic peas or gravel, which makes the sound much sharper. Hence the
difference in sound lies with the materials used for its creation, more than in the shape
or size of the rain machine itself. The different shapes inside the machine can be seen
in diagram 3.41. Some machines, all of which rotate, permanently have material
inside them, whilst static machines, like the one used at Ostankino in Russia, must
have materials fed from the outside.

The diagrams (4.41 and 4.42) overleaf illustrate two different systems for producing
the sound of rain, one at the Cesky Krumlov Castle Theatre and the other at the
Ostankino Castle Theatre.
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Diagram 4.41 - Rain machine at Castle Theatre Cesky Krumlov, Czech Republic
(Slavko, 200 I, p.38)
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Diagram 4.42 - Rain machine at Ostankino Castle Theatre, Russia (Reus, 1999, p. J 18)

4.5 Traps
Traps/trap doors are 'secret' passages to the stage level. The faster they open or close
the bigger the effect and magic.

The opening and closing of trap doors is not

technically difficult, the difficulty comes with the object or person appearing or
disappearing through the trap door itself. The speed of this action and the depth of the
under stage area is vital for the decision of which method of opening should be used.

The first method described by Sabbattini in his Manual is to have a ladder in such a
position that it does not interfere with the opening. This requires a deep under stage
area and can be seen in diagram 4.43.
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Diagram 4.43 - Sabbattini'!<i first method of how to bring a person from under stag,~ to
the stage level (Hewitt, 1958, p.122)

The second method uses a platform operated by two strong men with the person or
object placed on top of the platform (diagram 3.45). When the trap doors are opened,
these men rapidly raise the platform to the stage level. This method utilises purely the
strength of the two men, who literally lift and hold the platform at the stage level,
until the platform ....·as cleared and it could be brought back down.

Diagram 4.44- Sabbattini's second method of how to bring a person from under
stage to the stage level (Hewitt, 1958, p.123)
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The third method also requires a deep under stage area, and an even deeper area if a
lever is to be used (diagram 4.45). This method is easier than the previous two and
also the quickest. When the trap door opens the lever rises, and when the lever drops
the trap doors close (Hewitt, 1997).

A.t.------d

n

I

Diagram 4.45- Sabbattini's third method of how to bring a person from under stage
to the stage level (Hewitt, 1958, p.124)

Finally, the fourth method described by Sabbattini does not utilise a machine but
rather is simply instruction for how to bring a person to the stage level, without the
audience notici1,p-. This illusion is created by positioning those already on stage in
such a way that they create a 'live curtain' for the appearance of the new person or
object (Hewitt, 1997).

All of the aforementioned methods can be used on today's stage or could provide
inspiration for a simple, but effective trap door action. As outlined in Sabbattini's
methods earlier, the more room available under the ~tage. the more effective the trap
door system can be.

Drottningholm Court Theatre has a large amount of room

available to it under its stage and therefore has quite an impre.~sive trap door system in
place, as can be see in diagram 4.46.
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Diagram 4.46 - The trap door system at Drottningholm Court Theatre, Sweden (Reus,
1999, p.84)

4.6 Stage Lighting
The Greek theatres were built in the open air, and placed so that the afternoon
sunlight came from behind the audience and flooded the performing area with light.
It could be said, that the sun was the first theatrical light source and clouds were the
first dimmers (Kolegar, 2001 ).

The larger Roman theatres were also outdoors, but there was an added coloured
awning which stretched over the spectators, and therefore, softened the glare of the
sun. Until the 16th century, the theatre continued to be basically an outdoor institution
(Nicoll, 1948).
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Jn 1545, Saba,;tiano Serlio recommended placing candles and torches behind flasks
filled with coloured liquids.

This recommendation lead to the introduction or

coloured light liquids in red wine bottles for red, saffron for yellow and ammonium
chloride in a copper vessel for blue (Hartnoll, 1951 ).

Five years later. Leone de Sarni used lights to create mood for the first time. Full
illumination was used for happy scenes and for tragedies a much darker lighting. In
the era or candles, due to the sensitivity or the candles and the potential fire hazard
associated with their use, the curtain would be raised at the beginning or the
perfonnance as the audience entered the theatre.

Once everyone was seated the

curtain would be lowered, the candles lit and the performance would begin once the
curtain was raised once more. This method ensured that there was not a difference in
air temperature between the stage and the seating area, which could extinguish the
candles (Kolegar, 200! ).

Writing about the lighting or the stage is impossible without mentioning Joser
Furttenbach and Nicola Sabbattini once more. Furttenbach, in 1628, introduced his
revolutionary idea, the earliest description or which may be found in Sciena
d'Comoedia ( 1628). The idea behind his concept is in the introduction of light that is

invi . . ible for the audience. l11us creating the illusion of day light on stage.

This

lighting effect was achieved through the combination of lighting channels, the first
behind the proscenium arch and a second in front of the cyclorama (Kolegar, 2001 ).

Furttenbach was concerned with the shadows of actors being cast on the .~tage.
Shadows on the stage scenery ruined tht.• illusion and beauty of scenic painting.
Therefore, by placing another lighting channel on the side panels (or flats), he lit up
the stage area from four different lighting sources and prevented the creation of
shadows. This prevention was based on the lighting sources, still candle'.. at this time,
erasing the shadows between themselves.

He achieved an even spread of light

throughout the stage an:a that underlined the illusion of perspective stage scenery
(Kole gar, 200 I J.

As tirm: pa.,.,ed the .,ources of light changed, candles were replaced with ga.,;, gas
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with electricity, but the basic concept reminds today. Subbattini und Furttenbach had
a fundamental influence on the evolution of Sltl!;c machinery and stage lighting. In
combination the two, influenced new systems and a base was established for Baroque
theatre (Kolegar. 2001). In 1638 in his Manual for Ccmstructillg Theatrical Scenes

and Marhi1,e.1· (cited in Hewitt, 1997), Subbattini suggests a system of Jimmers which
consists of lowering metal cylinders over candles, as seen in diagram 4.47.

Diagram 4.47 - Sabbattini's 'dimmers'(Hewitt, 1997, p.112)

And in the same year, Giacomo du Vignola highlighted the idt•a\ lighting angle, that
being along the diagonal of a cube. In the early

17th

century, Inigo Jones, an English

slage designer, introduced several innovations in lighting and stagecrafl. using
reflectors to intensify the light sources and making use of colour on stage (Hartnoll

1951 ).

Limelight, invented in 1803, wa.~ used as tht: first spotlight in the Pari.~ Opera house
but not widely utilised until 1816 in Philadelphia. Invented by Henry Drummond, the
concept entailed heating a piece of lime v.ith a name of ox.ygen and hydrogen, for a
fo\lowspot or to indicate sunlight, cn·Jting a green-ish tint (diagram 4.48) (Rees,
1978). When lighting methods improved t•norrnou!-.ly in the l9 1h century, with the
aforementioned invention of limelight, it bernmc possible to spotlight the actors and
to create special effect!-. such a.~ sunlight and moonlight (Recs, l978).
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Diagram 4.48 - Lime-light apparatus - on the left oxygen and calcium and on the
right oxygen and hydrogen (Rees,1978, p.43)

The first major advance, however, in several centuries was the introduction of gas
lighting. A Scottish engineer, William Murdock, developed a practical method to
distil gas from coal for illumination. The first successful adaptation of gas lighting
for the stage was demonstrated in the Lyceum Theatre, London, in 1803 by a German,
Frederick Winsor. The Chestnut Street Opera House in Philadelphia installed a gas
lighting system in 1816 and supplied its own gas by installing a gas generator on the
premises. This was required at the time as gas stations and city mains did not come
into use before 1850 (Rees, 1978).

The advantages of gas lighting were immediately realised and exploited, despite the
initial cost. A clear advantage was that an open gas flame was brighter than oil lamps
or candles. The additional advantage was control; by varying the control valves from
a central point, a smooth increase or decrease of light could be effected, and at
variable speeds. For the first time, to add to the realism of the play, the auditorium
lights could be darkened. Elaborate central control systems were devised, with a main
regulator, branch mains and valves.

This growing array of valves and pipes was

organised into circuits and displayed on the 'gas table', the forerunner of the modern
switchboard (Rees, 1978).
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And whilst these new methods of lighting were being developed for theatres, their
concepts were based on Furttenbach' s system.

Therefore, essential)y no ' new '

methods of tage lighting were introduced, the ' rules' remained the same:
a. footlights - a row of lights across the front of the stage floor,
b. borderlights - a long horizontal row of lights used for the general lighting of
the stage from above, and
c. striplights - a row of lights, usually mounted in a trough reflector and placed in
the wings to illuminate specific portions of the stage or setting.
(Kolegar, 2001 )

But there were also disadvantages to gas: namely, heat, offensive vapour , and the
serious fire hazard of the open flame. A protective code was established and made
compulsory to provide guards, screens, and glass chimneys, an example of which is
illustrated in diagram 4.49 (Rees, 1978).
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Diagram 4.49 - Safety regulation at the Marylebone Theatre, 1864 (Rees, J 978,
p.162)
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Throughout the history of theatre architecture, major developments have often taken
place as a result of fire accidents, most particularly during the 18th and l 9 1h centuries.
Between 1847 and 1896 more than 970 theatres were in operation in Europe. Edwin
0. Sachs published a list of some llOO fires in theatres all over the world in 1897.
They involved a recorded loss of 9350 lives. About half of the fires (584) occurred in
Europe, and more than 3055 people died in these European theatre-related fires
(Ogawa, 2001).

4. 7 Revolving Stage
The revolving stage theatrical device is used for scene changes, or shifts, by which
three or more settings are constructed on a turntable around a central pivot and
revolved before the audience (Ogawa, 2001).

Whilst Leonardo da Vinci was working at the Milan court he turned his talents to
designing a revolving stage for entertainment, as seen in diagram 4.50 (Macgowen
and Melnitz, 1958).

Diagram 4.50 - Leonardo da Vinci 's sketch of stage machinery splitting mountain top
and revolving it (revolving stage) (Macgowan and Melnitz, 1955, p.77)
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It wasn't until 1758 in Japan that the first revolving stage was invented for the Kabuki
theatre, as seen in diagram 4.51.

Since 1793, most Kabuki theatres have been

equipped with a revolving stage, which allows quick and impressive scene shifting.
The stage itself turns in full view of the audience and actors often walked from one
setting to the other (Ogawa, 2001).

Diagram 4.51 - Japanese revolving stage in a Kabuki Theatre (Macgowan and
Melnitz, 1955, p.319)

The introduction of the revolving stage into Western theatres was at the Residenz
theatre in Munich in 1896.

At this time Karl Lautenschlager installed the first

mechanical revolving stage in a western theatre and following its use in Munich, the
revolving stage was widely adopted and has remained a popular mechanical feature in
major theatres around the world (Ogawa, 200 I).
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CHAPTER FIVE
A REVIEW OF THE PRACTICAL COMPONENT
I noticed in my contact with design students at our Academy, that their knowledge
base about old stage technology was humble, especially concerning the 'golden age'

of stage technology, Renaissance and Baroque.
When it comes to stage technology and its use, the studenti. are restricted by their
knowledge. When they design for production.~ in their .~econd and !hird year of study,
their contact with the thealrc workshop increa,;es. IL is at this point that students start
to encounter more and more pmctical problems and their knowledge (or lack of it)
becomes more apparent.

In spite of studenti; studying from pictures in books, some of them have difficulty

understanding how the technology works and consequently how to use it.

From the needs of the students and their lecturers, an idea was born to create a simple
and easily understandable broch .. re about old sl"'.c'C technology for students.

Also

mentioned was the idea to build one small-scale model of a machine ~u students
would be able

10

see for themselves how old technology works. This model would

allow the books' pictures to come to life.

Throughout this piuccss my outlook on Baroque technology changed. lt shifted from
one of interest and admiration to research and study. As my outlook changed so did
the output,; I created. Especially the practical output changed from the intended one
small-scale model to a much larger scale whole theatre (see diagram 5.1 and 5.2). My
approach

to

this

component

of

the

project

was

to

create

a

large

collapsible/dismountable kit, in order to show as many students ai; possible the
essence of traditional Baroque stage technology. That was and still is a major purpose
of my practical project.
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Diagram 5. 1 - Back view of the Baroque stage in its entirety (Author)

Diagram 5.2 - A front view of the Baroque stage (Author)
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It was so appealing to have the option of putting a whole theatre into a container and
taking it from univer.;ity to university that 1 decided to modify some of the
measurements in order for the theatre to fit into a small sea container. As a result of
this, it was not necessary for me to follow any plans. I simply made my own.

The theatre is 7.4m wide, 5.Sm deep and 4.8m high. The width uf the stage is 4.2m.
On each side of the stage, 3.3m high. is a working 0.62m wide platform, which
consists of 3 planks (two planks 190mm by 45mm and one plank 240mm by 4Smm).
These three planks a~sist in putting the theatre together and pulling it apart. For two
skilful backstage hands it would take one and a half days to put this theatre together.

The frontage of the theatre is made of two proscenium arches, one structural,
connected to the wings (holding the upper machinery) and the second, covered with
canvas, to 'hide' back stage. Behind the proscenium arch is the rake stage (a stage
which is on an incline). The mke !Hage is 0.7m high downstage, 1.2m high upstage
and 4.7m deep, which makes a ratio of close to 1:10, very close to the original
Baroque stage. The stage is divided into two sections. I decided on the height of0.7~
t.2m in order to be able to fit lower machinery under the stage.

The very front of the stage (0.Sm deep) accommodates the lighting bridge (diagram
5.3), which can travel up and down from under the stage. In the middle of stage
(2.7m deep) are two trap doors, simple portable nat~ and finally one set of scene
change carriers. The lighting bridge and trap doors are operated from the wings and
scene changes arc operated from behind the stage.
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Diagram 5.3 - Lighting bridge (Author)

In the upstage area (I .Sm deep) space exists for the sea-in-motion machine. This

machine (in case of need) could be omitted to gain extra stage area to make its full
depth. Behind the sea-in-motion is the back cyclorama, which is used to help create
the illusion of sunrise. The source of light for the sunrise, and all other lighting
effects, are electrical candles. This is the same lighting source used in the Cesky
KrumJov Court Theatre.

The upper machinery, hanging above the stage on wings (also 4.8m high) consists of
3 cylinders. The cylinder for the house curtain is 50cm in diameter, 4.3m long and
those for the gauze and front cyclorama, are 4.3m long and 40cm in diameter. The
cylinders are placed in the U shape wooden cradle and as a bearing for the rotation of
the cylinders I used leather strips around a wooden shaft.
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Further components of the upper machinery are a thunder box, 2 borders (diagram
5.4) and a cloud travelling across the stage 'producing' snow.
machinery is operated from the wings.

All the upper

Behind the proscenium arch machines

producing the sound of wind, rain and waves are kept, as well as a second thunder
machine (diagram 5.5).

All operating ropes are a manila rope 12, 8 and 6mm

respectively.

Diagram 5.4 - Drum operating borders (Author)
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Diagram 5.5 - Wind Machine (Author)

As much as I can, I used old carpentry techniques. In some instances, I was forced to
use electric and air tools myself, for example a band saw, wood lathe and staple gun .
The only real problem I was faced with was the quality of West Australian (WA)
timber. The climate in WA over the last I 00 years has averaged at 23.3°C maximum
and 13.3°C minimum. Throughout summer, the maximum temperature reaches well
over 40°C during the day and at night doesn't fall below 27°C.

In winter, the

maximum average is 9.5°C during the day and doesn ' t drop below l.6°C overnight.
Without slowing down growth over winter, timber doesn ' t develop strength and
loading capacity, therefore the climatic conditions in Western Australia make it
impossible to grow timber of the same quality as that grown in Europe.

To avoid some of these problems, I attempted to use timber produced in Tasmania
and South Australia where climatic conditions are better. However, due to financial
restrictions this was not always possible. I overcame this handicap by buying larger
sizes to compensate for strength for the wings, which hold the upper machinery.
Also, in the case of the stage floor, I have used timber imported from Finland.
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Despite the price being 5 times that of the local timber, I didn't want to compromise
or take ,my chances when it came to stage loading capadty. All of the pulleys are
hand made out of Batu timber, a hardwood imported from Malaysia. All the pegs,
which hold together the proscenium arch with the wings and the stage construction
under the floor, arc made of Tasmanian Oak.

The last, but in no way least, of my problems were with time and money. l have spent
around 2100 hours on this project, but the process and seeing the project grou,, has
given me such joy and satisfaction, that the time spent over weekends and before and
after my regular working hours is a pleasure rather than hard work

This work is not about old versus new but rather about how the old still has its place
to help create a new theatrical picture.

The purpose of my practical project is to ensure that old stage technology is not
forgotten by new generations of theatre practitioners. And so these practitioners will
be able to draw from the project for a long time to come. In particular. students will
be r.'11e to sec and experience (not just read about it) the wonderful theatrical magic
created by this old technology upon which the new is founded.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
When I started my study I was convinced, that old stage machinery did not only have
theoretical meaning as a teaching tool for theatrical practitioners, but I believed it still
had its practical role for today's stage. And some of this old stage machinery really
does, as evidenced by the snow/leaf bag, for there is no better way to produce falling
snow or leaves in daylight than with the snow/!cafbags introduced in Baroque times.

During my research, I discovered that it is very difficult to find living directors, (with
the exception of those directing productions in Drottningholm Court Theatre or the
occasional production in Cesky Krumlov) who will tackle productions u.~ing old
techniques. And usually, even though they were directing or staging plays from the
17 1h and I 81h century using 'acting/dancing techniques' from that era, they would use
stage technology from the 20u' century (in terms of scenery lighting, sound and audio
and visual special effects) in order to serve today's audience with today's production.

So, the question of the meaning of Renaissance and Baroque technology for today's
theatre still stands. 'ls there any meaning?'

In tenns of learning surely.

Old

machinery could be an endless inspiration for designers. As I said in the beginning, I
believe a good knowledge of this technology is a prerequisite for understanding new
technology.

But in terms of use, the answer was not as clear to begin with. Before I built my
replica of a Baroque theatre I wasn't very hopeful.
practical project has created is giving me hope.

But the interest which my

Perhaps if it was available to

directors and choreographer:;, they would use it. Not everyone has the opportunity lo
direct a production in Drottningholm or Cesky Krumlov. They may in fact use it the
other way around, by using the old technology and combining it with modem
approaches to acting and dancing. For that result we will have to wait and see.
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But I am sure that old stage technology can find a way to today's audience. But
above all,

~Q

Swedish play writer and director Per Edstrom said in the book

Drottni11ghvlm Court Theatre: Its advent.fate and preservation:
Stage machinery, well preserved and still used for its original
purposes, is more than a means for present day audiences to
perceive what theatre has been.

It means also much for what

theatre is, and can be, especially when it is more and more tightly
fettered in an electronic world. The primeval stage machinery its
simple hand-made equipment and its phantasmagoria could be a
wellspring, where future stage technicians can imbibe original
theatre techniques and their generous scope for scenic possibilities
(Edstrom, 1993, p.74).

So, is there any meaning? I am convinced there is. I have come to the conclusion,
that the technology of yesterday, still has something to say to today's stage. Perhaps
you may ask how loud is its voice? Well, despite stronger and stronger technological
advances, traditionc.1 stage technology plays a solid part of today's theatre. Just look
around back stage. Curtains, borders, fly bars, trap doors, revolving stages and many
others stage devices are proof, that traditional stage technology is definitely not dead
and does have use and meaning, even in today's modern theatre.
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APPENDIX A
DE ARCHITECTURA LIBRI DECEM
Marcus Vitruvius Pollio, better known as Vitruvius (90-20 BC) was a Roman writer,
architect and military engineer who served both Julius Caesar and Caesar Augustus.

de Architectura libri decem (ca. 27 BC), Vitruvius' m:muscript was rediscovered in

1415 and published, in Latin, in Rome in 1486. Daniele Barbaro (1513-1570) Italian
translation, published in Venice in 1556, contained 125 illustrations by Andrea

Palladio (1508-1580). lbe effect this work had on Renai.<;.~ance architecture is

monumental.
The following chapters highlight his theatrical observations.

Book 5/Chapter 6
l. The fonn of a theatre is to be adjusted so, that from the centre of the dimension
allotted to the base of the perimeter a circle is to be described, in which are inscribed
four equilateral triangles, at equal distances from each other, whose points are to
touch the circumference of the circle. This is the method also practiced by astrologers
in describing the twelve celestial signs, according to the musical division of the
constellations. Of these triangles, the side of that which is nearest the scene will
detennine the face thereof in that part where it cuts the circumference of the circle.
Then through the centre a line is drawn parallel to it. which will separate the pulpitum
of the proscenium from the orchestra.

2. Thus the pulpitum will be more spacious than that of the Greeks, and be better, on
account of our actors remaining chiefly on the scena. In the orchestra, seats are
assigned to the senators, and the height of its pulpitum must not exceed five feet, so
that those who sit in the orchestra may be enabled to see all the motions of the actors.
The portions between the staircases (cunei) of the theatre are so divided that the
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angles of the triangles, which touch the circumference, point to the directions of the
ascents and steps between the cunei, on the first prrecinction or story. Above these
steps are placed alternately, and fonn the upper cunei in the middle of those below.

3. The angles thus pointing to staircases will be .~even in number, the remaining five
will mark certain points on the scene. That in the middle, for instance, will mark the
situation of thc royal doors, those on the right and left, the doors of guests, and those
at the extremities. the points at which the road turns off. The seats (gradus) on which
the spectators sit are not to be less than twenty inches in height, nor more than twentytwo. Their width must not be more than two feet and a half, nor less than two feet.

4. The roof of the portico, which is on the last step, should be on a level with the top
of the scene; by which arrangement the voice will extend and be distinct to those on
the upper seats and roof. For if it be not equally high, were that height is deficient, the
voice, first striking thereon. will be stopped.

5. One sixth pan of the diameter of the orchestra is taken between the lowest steps,
and level with that dimension the lower seats are disposed. A c,.mtinuation of this line
on the scene marks the height of the entrances: for thus proportioned, they will be of
sufficient nltitude.

6. The length of the scene must be double the diameter of the orchestra. The height of
the podium, or pedestal, with its cornice and ba~e. from the level of the pulpitum, is a
twelfth part of the diameter of the orchestra. The columns on the podium, with their
capitals and bases, arc to be one-fourth of its diameter high. The architraves and
cornices of those columns one-fifth of their height. The upper pedestal, including the
base and cornice. half the height of the lower pedestal. The columns on this pedestal
one-fourth less in height than the lower columns. The architrave and its cornice a fifth
of the columns. If there is to be a third order, the upper pedestal is to be half the
height of that under the middle order. and the architrave and cornice a fifth of the
columns.

7. It is no~ however, possible to produce the same effect in every theatre by the same
proportions; but it behoves the architect to consider the proportions which symmetry
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requires, and those adapted to the nature of the place or the size of the work. Some
things there arc which their use requires of the same size in a large as in a small
theatre; such as the steps, prrecinctions, parapets, pa'>sagcs, stairs, pulpita, tribunals,
and others which occur; in all which, the necessity of suiting them to their use, makes
it impossible to form them symmetrically. So, also, if the materials are not provided in
sufficient quantity, such ac; marble, wood, and the like, the diminution of or addition
to the dimension.<;, so that it be not too much, and made with judgment, may be
pennitted: and this wi\1 be eac;ily managed by an architect who is a man of experience,
and who possesse<; ingenuity and talent.

8. The parts of the scene are to be so distributed, that the middle door may be
decorated as one of a royal palace; those on the right and left. as the doors of the
guests. Near these arc the spaces destined to receive the decorations; which places the
Greeks call pcria/ktoi, from the turning triangular machines. Each of these machines
has three species of decoration, which, when the subject changes, or on the
appearance of a god, arc moved round with sudden claps of thunder, and alter the
appearance of the decoration. Near these places the turnings run out, which give
entrance to the scene from the forum and from the country.

9. There are three sorts of scenes, the Tragic, the Comic, and the Satyric.

The

decorations of these art different from each other. The tragic scenes are ornamented
with columns, pediments, statues, and of the royal decorations. The comic scene
represents private buildings and galleries, with windows similar to those in ordinary
dwellings. The satyric scene is ornamented with trees, caves, hills, and of the rural
objects in imitation of nature.

Chapter 7
I. In the theatres of the Greeks the design is not made on the same principles as those
above mentioned. First, as to the general outline of the plan: whereas, in the Latin
theatre, the points of four triangles touch the circumference, in the theatres of the
Greeks the angles of three squares are substituted, and the side of that square which is
nearest to the place of the scene, at the points where it touches the circumference of
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the circle, is the boundary of the proscenium. A line drawn parallel to this at the
extremity of the circle, will give the front of the scene. Through the centre of the
orchestra, opposite to the proscenium, another parallel line is drawn touching the
circumference on the right and left, with a radius equal to the distance from the left
point, describe a circle on the right and scene of the proscenium, and placing the foot
of the compasses on the left hand point, with the distance of the right hand interval,
describe another circle on the left side of the proscenium.

2. Thus describing it from three centres, the Greeks have a larger orchestra, and their
scene is further reces.<ied. The pulpitum, which they call Jogeion, is less in width:
wherefore, among them, the tragic and comic perfonners act upon the scene; the rest
going through !heir parts in the orchestra. Hence the perfonners are distinguished by
the names of Scenici and Thymelici. The height of the pulpitum is not less than ten
feet, nor more than twelve. The directions of the stairs, between the cunei and seats,
arc opposite to the angles of the squares on the first pr.ecinction. Above it the other
stairs fall in the middle between the lower ones, and so on according to the number of
pra:cinctions.
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APPENDIXB
DISCOVERIES AND INVENTIONS THAT INFLUENCED
STAGE MACHINERY
Inventions and discoveries contributed to development of stage technology. It is so
many of them, so name all of them, independent books were written abm1t them.

One can search endlessly in history of stage technology and find oneself buried in the

fascinating events, discoveries, inventions and 'stories'. Surely, discoveries and
inventions like a platfonn scale, cash register, adding machine, telephone, camera,
sawing machine, zipper, typewriter, transfonner, steam engine, bicycle, gas engine,
railway air brakes, diesel engine, air-inflated rubber tire, microphone and many other
(all inventedldiscovered in 19th century)had a big input into all aspect of the theatre
one way or other, but my focus would be on the events, discoveries and inventions,
which in my opinion influenced stage technology directly.

Names T. A. Edison, Charlt"s Babbage, Andre Maria Amper, Carl Friedrich Gauss,
Moritz Hermann Jacobi, Kirkpatrick Macmillan, Jeseph Max Petzval, Wemer
Siemens, Ignazio Porro, Michael Faraday.Alexander Graham Bell and many others
would be never forgotten in relation to the theatrical evolution.

Sifting through the history inventions I decided to describe inventions and events of
only one century, the 19th century, which was very 'productive' in tenns of
inventions and I have chosen only those which are directly connected to theatre
technology or inspired improve;nent of stage technology.

Others, more remotely

connected to the theatre are not less significant, but are in the same field of those I
have chosen to represent.

This table highlights a brief account of the enonnous tempo of the century, which we
now consider as 'idyllic'.
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1808

Marc lsambar Brunel (1769-1849) perfected a me1hod of ships, blocks (pulleys)
by mechanical means. A prolific inventor. Brunel designed machines for sawing
and bending timber.

1814

On the street of London the first gas lighting arc installed.

1817

Ga~ lighting was first introduced in London,s Drury Lane Theatre.

1825

Johan Nepomuk von Sachs (1774-1856) made his way into the history of theatre
by his work on soluble glass. Soluble glass on timber scenery prevented timber
from fire.

1839

Charles Goodyear (1800-1860) discover what became to be known as
vulcanization strengthened rubber.

1853

Elijah Graves Otis ( J 811-1861) elevator The elevator is not an invention but a
development and any platform that is moved by mechanical means in a guided
path can be called an elevator. Otis is not the inventor of the first elevator but the
inventor of the first safe elevator. He invented the elevator brake, which greatly
improved the safety of elevators. He used a ratchet on a spring to catch the
elevator in the event of an accident (like a broken cable). Transport lifts from
storage space under the stage level to the stage level, so scenery could be shifted.

1856

Andrew Smith Hal\idic (1836-1900) invented a wire rope/cable (endless cables
under turntables/revolving stages)

1866

Georges Lcclanchc (1839-1882) invented a battery. In slightly modified form,
now called a dry cell is produced in great quantities and is widely use.

1874

-, in this year composer Richard Wagner, during build of Bayreuth Theatre, for the
first time located orchestra pit between stage and auditorium, under the level of
auditorium.

1876

Same Richard Wagner switching lights in auditorium, during the perfonnance for
the first time.

1878

The lirst practical electric light bulb wa'> made in simultaneously (and
independently) by Joseph Wilson Swan and Thomas Alva Edison.

1881

Nouvc! Opera, in Paris installed rir.~t electric lights into the auditorium.

1882

Electrical lighting installed in theatre in Brno.

1883

Electrical lighting installed in the Theatres in Munich. Stuttgart and Viena.

l887

Nuovd Opera, in Paris installed first electrical lighting on stage.

1895

Wilhelm Emil Fein (?) created fir.;\ portable electric tool.

1896

Karl Lautenschlager (?) installed firs mechanical revolving stage in Western
Theatre (Munich?).

1899

Rumor, which has it that Charles H. Duel, when the director of the U.S. Patent
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Office urged President McKinley to abolish the office, and even the post of
director, since, "Everything that can be invented has been invented"........is not
based on truth. Growth in the total number of patents was enormous. From 435 in
1837 to 25,527 in 1899. In the one year between ]898 and 1899 there was an
increase of about 3,000.

...
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